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Abstract 

When learning a new language much emphasize is placed on vocabulary which would enable 

the learner to use the language effectively and appropriately. However, the lack of vocabulary 

causes difficulties for learners when learning and using the productive skills. Thus, the 

presented study aimed at investigating the difficulties encountered by first year EFL students 

in learning vocabulary that prevent them from  enhancing the productive skills  at Mohamed 

Essedik Ben Yehia University. It is assumed that first year EFL students at the department of 

English face difficulties when learning vocabulary. These difficulties related to grammar, 

pronunciation, spelling and complexity. It is also presupposed that the difficulties encountered 

by first year EFL students may prevent them from enhancing the productive skills. To achieve 

this study, a questionnaire was administered to 63 first year EFL students at the department of 

English at Mohamed Seddik Ben Yahia University. The results revealed that first year EFL 

students face difficulties in learning vocabulary difficulties related to grammar, pronunciation, 

length and complexity, and spelling. The analyses also showed that these difficulties prevent 

students from enhancing the speaking and the writing skills and the lack of vocabulary also 

was an obstacle for them to develop their level in both skills.  
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General Introduction 

In the process of learning English as a foreign language or a second language, 

vocabulary is an essential skill for learning to read, speak, write , and listen .Vocabulary has 

been recognized as essential to language use, inadequate vocabulary can lead to students 

difficulties in language reception and production .The more people master vocabulary, the 

more they communicate effectively .Wilkins (1972) in Thornbury (2002,P. 13), stated that “ 

Without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed.“ 

. It means that even someone has good grammar, it will be useless if He / She does not know 

some vocabulary. 

Learning vocabulary has a significant role in learning any language ; However, it is also 

considered as one of the most important challenges that learners face in the process of second 

language learning .Thus, students still face many difficulties in learning vocabulary, 

Thornbury (2002,P. 27), stated that words are different, some of them are easy to be learned 

and others are not. He added that there are some factors that make some words more difficult 

than others, these factors are: pronunciation, spelling, length and complexity, grammar, 

meaning, range, connotation and idiomaticity. Similarly, Takac (2004, P. 24),stated that the 

process of acquiring vocabulary is quite hard and complicated and not all learners are able to 

achieve it. He also states that there exist a number of different factors that  affect vocabulary 

learning . 

Rohmatillah (2017) investigated the difficulties faced by students in learning English 

vocabulary, this qualitative research using interviews and questionnaires points out several 

challenges that impedes vocabulary learning practices adopted by students. This study figures 

out problems such as pronouncing and spelling words (written and spoken forms do not match 

most of the time), choosing appropriate meaning of words (complexity of vocabulary 

knowledge), inflections of word forms,( inadequate understanding of grammar), and an 

excessive number of words that students need to learn. It also sheds light on some important 
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factors of difficulty in the process of learning vocabulary, these factors are: the written form is 

different from the spoken form in English , the number of words that students need to learn is 

exceedingly large, the limitations of sources of information about words, the complexity of 

word knowledge, and the incorrect pronunciation is often caused by the lack of sound 

similarity between English and students’ native language . 

Ningrums’ (2015) study investigated students problems in learning vocabulary. In his 

study with is a mix of methods of non experimental quantitative research with a descriptive 

approach and qualitative research with interview, concludes many difficulties in English 

vocabulary learning. The results of the study revealed that the categorization of the students 

difficulties is based on vocabulary learning aspects, namely spelling, pronunciation, use and 

meaning. It also concluded that the difficulties in learning vocabulary can be caused by many 

factors which are: motivation in vocabulary learning and the students’ talent experience in 

vocabulary mastery. 

1. Statement of the Problem 

 “if language structure makes up skeleton of language, then it is vocabulary that 

provides the vital organs and the flesh”(Harmer, 2000, P. 153). Vocabulary is an integral part 

of the language that should be mastered to function effectively in a language. However, EFL 

students still face many difficulties in the process of learning. Since students need to know a 

large number of words in order to communicate effectively, inadequate vocabulary leads 

students to fail in enhancing the productive skills. 

2.Aims of the Study 

The present research aims at highlighting the difficulties encountered by first year EFL 

students at Mohamed Seddik Ben Yahia University.It seeks to figure out the main factors 

behind these difficulties. Additionally, the study sheds light on the role of vocabulary in 

enhancing the productive skills.  It also attempts to explore the importance of the productive 
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skills in language learning and to highlight the difficulties encountered by students in both 

skills speaking and writing. 

3.Research Questions 

This current study aims to answer the following research questions: 

-Do EFL students face difficulties in leraning  vocabulary 

- What are the main difficulties that EFL students face when learning vocabulary?  

- What are the main factors behind vocabulary learning difficulties ? 

- Do these difficulties prevent students from enhancing the productive skills?  

4.Assumptions of the Study 

The present study puts forward the following assumptions  

1: First year EFL students at the department of English face difficulties when learning 

vocabulary. These difficulties may be related to grammar, length and complexity, 

pronunciation and spelling. 

2: The difficulties encountered by first year students may prevent them from enhancing 

the productive skills 

5.Research methodology 

To check the validity of the research study and to achieve its aims a quantitative 

analysis is used , the target population is first year at Mouhamed Seddik Ben Yahia 

University. A questionnaire is implemented to collect information in order to figure out 

students difficulties in learning vocabulary that prevent them from enhancing  the productive 

skills. 

6.Structure of The Dissertation 

The current dissertation consists of two chapters. The first chapter deals with the 

theoretical framework, and the second chapter is devoted to data analysis and interpretation  

of the results obtained through  the students’ questionnaire. The first chapter is divided into 

two sections. The first section presents vocabulary, it introduces the definition, the 
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description, types of vocabulary, approaches to vocabulary teaching, techniques in teaching 

vocabulary, approaches to vocabulary learning, vocabulary learning strategies, vocabulary 

learning and memory, vocabulary and the productive skills, and the importance of vocabulary. 

The second section deals with the productive skills. Eventually the second chapter deals with 

the practical framework of the study. 
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Section one : Vocabulary 

Introduction 

Vocabulary plays a vital role when learning foreign and second languages. Whether the 

language is first, second or foreign learners need to develop their vocabulary to perform and 

use the language effectively. This section is an overview of the issues related to vocabulary 

.Firs, it discusses the definition of vocabulary provided by various scholars along with its 

types. Additionally, it highlights the different aspects that describe it. Then, it outlines the 

approaches to vocabulary teaching together with the techniques used by teachers to teach 

vocabulary. Moreover, it sheds light on the strategies employed by learners to learn 

vocabulary. It also illustrates the function of memory and its relationship to vocabulary. Most 

importantly, it deals with the difficulties learners face in learning vocabulary. Finally, this 

section emphasizes the importance of vocabulary and its role in the four skills. 

1.1.1. Definition of Vocabulary 

Vocabulary is an integral part in any language. In this sense vocabulary is the 

fundamental aspect and the major essence of any language (Milton, 2009). It is considered as 

an important tool for communication. Broadly defined, it is generally considered as the basic 

communicative tool and often labeled as the most problematic area by language teachers 

(Celik & Toptas, 2010). 

According to Oxford dictionary(2008), vocabulary is defined as “all words that a person 

knows or uses ”(P. 495). It refers to all meaningful words used by individuals in the process 

of communication. Alqahtani (2015) stressed more the importance of vocabulary in the field 

of communication and defined it as “vocabulary knowledge is often viewed as a critical tool 

for second language learners because a limited vocabulary in second language impedes 

successful communication ”  (Alqahtani, 2015, p. 22) 

Hiebret and Kamil (2005) provided another definition for vocabulary “vocabulary is the 

knowledge of meaning of words ” ( Hiebret and Kamil, 2005, p.3)  Similarly, Takac (2008) 
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defined as “ intuitively, vocabulary could be defined as a ‘dictionary’ or a set of words ” 

(P.04)  Based on the definition it can be assumed that vocabulary is the amount of the 

meaningful words known by individuals when learning a new language. Ur (1991, P.60) 

stated that vocabulary refers to the set of words to be taught in a foreign language , these 

words can be single items or phrases that should express a single idea.     

1.1.2. Types of Vocabulary 

Hiebert and Kamil (2005) proposed that words come into two forms, first oral 

vocabulary which is the set of words for which we know the meaning when we speak or read 

orally. Second, print vocabulary consists of those words for which the meaning is known 

when we write or read silently. They also argued that knowledge of words comes in at least 

two forms: 

• Productive Vocabulary is the set of words that a learner can use while speaking or 

writing. They are words that are well-known and used frequently by the learners.  

 

• Receptive Vocabulary receptive vocabulary refers to the set of words which we can 

understand or recognize for which the learners can assign meaning while listening or reading. 

These words are often less familiar for students and used less frequently. (Hiebret and 

Kamil,2005) 

They also stated that “ individuals may be able to assign some sort of meaning to them, 

even though they may not know the full subtleties of the distinction. Typically, these are also 

words that individuals do not use spontaneously. However, when individuals encounter those 

words, they recognize them, even if imperfectly ”. (P.03) 

1.1.3. Description of Vocabulary 

Lexicography and lexicology are two major linguistic patterns that described and 

classified vocabulary. These patterns focus on studying vocabulary I n terms of forms and 

meanings.  (Schmitt,2000). 
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• Lexicography 

Lexicography is the act of writing and editing dictionaries. (Jackson and ZéAmvela, 

2000) viewed lexicography as a special technique of compiling and grouping words with their 

meaning in a dictionary. 

• Lexicology 

Lexicology is the study of lexis. It deals with simple, complex, and compound words as 

well as with words formation and meanings. Lexicology relies on information derived from 

morphology and semantic (Jackson and ZéAmvela, 2000, P. 02) 

� Word Class 

Word class Is a linguistic category of words that are classified according to their 

functions. In the English language there are different word classes, according to Thornbury 

(2002, P. 03), there are eight different classes in the English language :nouns, pronouns, 

verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions and determiners. 

� A noun is one of the basic parts in language that can be used to refer to a      

person, animal, place, thing, phenomenon (table, player). 

� A pronouns a word that is used ort replace a noun phrase (her, I). 

� An adjective is a word that describes a noun (small, cute). 

� A verb is a word that indicates an action or an event (eat, sleep). 

� An adverb is a word that describes a verb , an adjective, or another adverb ( 

seriously, spontaneously) 

� A preposition is a word used to connect a noun or a pronoun that expressing a 

relation to another word or element in the clause ( for, at) 

� A conjunction is a word that used in combining classes, sentences or to connect 

words in the same clause (and, or). 
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� A determiner is a member of a class of words used to qualify a noun that is 

divided into five categories: definite articles,(the), indefinite articles, (a), possessives, (his, 

their), demonstratives( this, these), quantifiers (many).(Thornbury, 2002, pp. 3-4). 

� Word Formation 

It is the process of creating new words that are derived from other words belonging to 

the same root. Grains and Redman (1986, 47) argued that there are three main forms of word 

formation which are characteristics of English: affixation, compounding, and conversion. 

� Affixation is the process of adding prefixes and suffixes to the base item; in 

this way , items can be modified in meaning and / or changed from one part of speech to 

another. Additionally Thornbury (2002, p 05) claimed that “ affixation is one of the ways new 

words are formed from old ”. 

� Compounding is the formation of words from two or more separate words 

which can stand independently in other circumstances. There are  

� three types of compounds, adjective compounds, ( e.g. hard-working), verb 

compounds, (e.g. to baby-sit), and noun compounds, (e.g. coffee jar). 

� Conversion also known as Zero affixation, it is the process by which an item 

may be used in different parts of speech, yet does not change its form, (e.g. we have just had a 

lovely swim) (a noun). (Grains & Redman, 1986, p. 47). 

� Word Meaning the meaning of a word can only be understood  and learnt in  

terms of its relationship with other words in the language . (Grains & Redman, 1986, p. 22).  

Hence, understanding the meaning of words is crucial for learners to avoid confusion in 

understanding or using words  that have different meanings. Accordingly, Thornbury (2002) 

proposed different aspects that may help the learner to reach or to recognize the meaning of 

words easily. 

�  Synonyms are words whose meaning are the same as those of other words, in 

this sense thornbury (2002) stated “ synonyms are words that share a similar meaning. Thus: 
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old, ancient, antique, aged, elderly are all synonyms in that they share the common meaning 

of not young /new ” (P. 09).  According to Schmitt (2000) synonyms are words that have 

approximately the same meaning. However, those synonyms are not always used in every 

occasion, but each word has to used in its context. In this regard Grains and Redman (1986) 

claimed that  it is rarely the case that two words will be synonymous in every occasion.  

� Antonyms are words which have the opposite of another word 

                             (e.g. tall, short). 

�  Hyponyms are terms used to refer to a subcategory of a more general class. 

Thornbury (2002) defines hyponyms as “ another-nym word that is useful when talking about 

the way word meaning are related.”  (P. 09) in his view  a hyponymous  relationship is a kind 

of relationship , as in hammer is a kind of tool or a kiwi is a kind of bird ( and a kind of fruit). 

Thus , hammer is a hyponym of tool; hyponym of bird( and fruit) .This means that it is a kind 

of relationship between words that belong to the same category.  

�  Homonyms are words that sound the same but have different meaning. 

Thornbury (2002, P. 08) defined homonyms as “words that share the same form but have 

unrelated meanings ” (e.g. too and to). 

� Polysemes refer to the phenomenon that a word has more than one meaning 

i.e, a word can be used in different context with different meanings, e.g.   

� She was present in the party. 

� In his party, She gave him a present. 

In both sentences the word present expresses distinct meanings and functions 

differently. In the first sentence, the word ‘present’ functions as an adjective whereas in the 

second sentence, it functions as a noun which means ‘a gift’. Thus, polysemes cause 

confusion to learners, as stated in Thornbury (2002, P. 08) “another potential source of 

confusion for learners - and a challenge for teachers-is the fact that very many words in 

English have different but overlapping meanings”. 
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1.1.4. Approaches to Vocabulary Teaching 

         1.1.4.1 Grammar Translation Method 

Language teachers have used the Grammar Translation Method for many years. It was 

called the classical method since it was used first in the teaching of the classical language, 

Latin and Greek ( Chastain, (1988) as cited in Freeman (2000) . This method was used to help 

students to read and valuate the foreign language literature through the translation of the 

literary texts. In addition, it was applied to make the students more familiar with the grammar 

rules of the foreign language through a deductive application. This familiarity would help 

them speak and write their native language better. 

In this method, vocabulary is taught through the repetition and the memorization of a 

list of words and through the translation of the literary texts from one language to another. In 

this regard, Freeman (2000) claimed that the more the students  memorize the vocabulary 

items, the more they can master the language better. 

1.1.4.2. The Direct Method  

The Direct Method arrived in the nineteenth century during the reform movement as a 

reaction to the limitation of the grammar translation method .Within this method, translation 

is neglected and the learner conveyed meaning in the target language through using visual 

aids. According to Harmer (2007, p.63), translation was abandoned in favour of the teacher 

and the students speaking together, relating the grammatical forms they were studying to 

objects and pictures in order to establish their meaning. The goal of the Direct Methodis to 

teach students how to use a foreign language to communicate. Vocabulary in this method can 

be taught directly without any translation and the meaning is to be conveyed using 

demonstration and visual aids. In addition, students acquire vocabulary through conversations 

and interaction in the classroom that give them the opportunity to use language in real life 

contexts. Thus, students practice vocabulary by using new words in complete sentences. ( 

Freeman, 2000). 
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1.1.4.3. The Audiolingual Method 

The Audiolingual Method developed in the United States during the Second World 

War. In this method, the process of language learning is heavily based on habit formation. 

Within the Audiolingual Method vocabulary teaching was based on repetition drill and 

dialogues. According to Freeman (2000), the more often something is repeated, the stronger 

the habit and the greater the learning. Also, they argued that new vocabulary and structural 

patterns are presented through dialogues. Moreover, the method tries to prevent students from  

making mistakes through the design of drills. In this sense Harmer ( 2007, p. 64) pointed out 

that Audiolingualism relies heavily on drills to form habits so that, in small steps, the student 

was constantly learning and, moreover, was shield from the possibility of making mistakes by 

the design of drills.  

     1.4.4.4. The Lexical Approach  

The lexical approach to second language teaching began in the early (1990), as a 

reaction to the traditional structural syllabuses. The most fundamental principle of this 

approach is that a language is not analyzed in terms of sentences- level grammatical 

structures; however, language is considered to comprise prefabricated expressions and phrases 

that are referred to as lexical units or chunks. Within this approach, the frequency of 

vocabulary determines the relative usefulness of these units of language for learners, and 

these lexical units include individual vocabulary items along with multiword combinations. It 

is argued that the well selected chunks in the syllabus, offer the learner the practical value of 

being among the most frequent, and the hence, most useful elements of the language. Thus, 

the important aspect of the teacher’s role in the class is to provide vocabulary-learning 

materials that demonstrate the use of lexical units in context. (Racine, 2008). 

In addition, Thornbury (2002,p. 112) argued “ a lexical approach to language teaching 

foregrounds vocabulary learning both in the form of individual, high frequency, and in the 
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form of word combinations (or chunks).” Thornbury (2002,p. 115), suggested the most 

important types that  are used for teaching proposes which are: 

Collocations , Phrasal verbs,  Idioms - catchphrases and sayings ,Sentence frames,Social 

formulae, Discourse  markers. 

      1.1.4.5. Communicative Language Teaching 

Communicative language teaching arrived as a reaction to the restriction of the previous 

language teaching approaches and methods. Hence, there was a radical paradigm shift from 

language form to language meaning. The focus of this approach was how to use language in 

communicative situations rather than on studying language structure. Hymes (1971), claimed 

that being able to communicate requires  more than linguistic competence, it requires 

communicative competence.(as cited in Freeman, 2000 ). Communicative Language Teaching  

aimed to achieve the main perspectives of the communicative competence, the goal of 

language and communication and the sanctioning of the interdependence of language and 

communication. (Freeman, 2000). Within this approach, vocabulary is learnt through 

mastering language functions. Harmer (2007) stated “ If students are involved in increasing- 

focused communicative tasks, then language learning will take care of its self and that 

plentiful exposure to language in use and plenty of opportunities to use it are vitally important 

for a student development of knowledge and skills”. (P. 69) 

1.1.5. Techniques in Teaching Vocabulary 

Teaching vocabulary is a crucial aspect in learning any foreign language. Hence, it is 

almost impossible to learn a foreign language without its vocabulary. Both teachers and 

student agree that learning a language is almost based on learning its lexis. Thus, teachers 

should be aware of the significant techniques they should use when teaching vocabulary and 

providethe suitable materials that are beneficial for learners (takac, 2008, p. 19) stated “ which 

teaching strategy a teacher will employ depends on the time available, the content (i.e. the 

component of  knowledge learners to aquire), as well as on its value for the learner (i.e. which 
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learning strategy he or she can learn or apply). It means that the teacher should recognize the 

reasons behind using certain technique. In this regard, Brewster, Ellis and Girard(1992), as 

cited in (Alqahtani, 2015, p.26) proposed some techniques of teaching vocabulary: 

� Using objects 

Using objects refers to the use of relia, visual aids, and so on...in order to help the 

learner to understand the concrete meaning of a word. In this sense, Grains and 

Redman(1986)stated that real objects technique is appropriately employed for beginners or 

young learners and when presenting concrete vocabulary .Additionally, according to Takac  

(2008, p.20),this strategy includes procedures such as demonstration, relia and visual aids  

that are helpful for the learner to memorize the lexical items.   

� Drawings 

     This technique involves using drawings either on the blackboardor on the flash 

cards. The process can be repeated again and again in different contexts. These techniques 

/procedures help learners easily understand and realize the main points discussed during the 

learning process. ( Alqahtani, 2015, p. 27). 

� Using illustrations and pictures 

The use of pictures in the process of teaching enables students to connect their 

knowledge with the new one as well as to help them to learn new words. There are effective 

techniques in making the concrete meaning of words clear and simple. Thus, they should be 

used whenever they are needed. The list of pictures includes posters, flashcards, wall chart, 

magazine pictures, board drawings, stick figures and photographs. Nowadays, vocabulary 

books and course books consist of a large number of  attractive pictures that introduce the 

meaning of the basic items that help students to realize the meaning of the word and 

memorize it. (Alqahtani, 2015, p. 27). 
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�           Contrast 

It is the process in which the teacher explains to the learner the meaning of new words 

by contrasting them with their opposites. For instance, contrasting the word “right” with the 

word “wrong”. It is a very helpful technique that helps the learners to remember the meaning 

of words. However, many studies have shown that vocabulary is best acquired by giving 

synonyms. In addition, learning about synonyms is important because this is how dictionaries 

are organized. Ilson (1991) clamed that “ Putting bilingual dictionaries aside, mono-lingual 

dictionaries essentially use words to explain words, and in this process, synonyms are often 

used” .  (as cited in Alqahtani ,2015, p.  27) 

� Enumeration 

According to Harmer (1991)  an enumeration is a collection of items that is a complete , 

ordered listing of all the items in that collection . It can be used to present meaning. When any 

word is difficult to explain visually, we can say “clothes”  and explain this by enumerating or 

listing  various   items. The teacher may list a number of clothes e.g. a dress , a skirt, trousers 

etc, and then the meaning of the word will become clear. ( as cited in Alqahtani, 2015, P 28) 
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� Mime/Expressions and gestures 

Kippel (1999) stated that “mime or gesture is useful if it emphasizes the importance of 

gestures or facial expressions on communication. At the essence it can not only be used to 

indicate the meaning of a word found in reading passage but also in speaking activity as it 

stresses mostly on the communication” ( as cited in Alqahtani, 2015, p. 28). Using gestures is 

an effective strategy to help the learner understand words easily. It can be in different forms: 

hand gestures, body movements, pantomime…etc. The teacher can either mime or symbolize 

something to help the learner to recognize the meaning of word or an expression. Hence, 

several studies have emphasized the significant role of teaching gestures in learning a foreign 

/ second language:  Tellier (2007) worked on the impact of teaching gestures on young 

children and came with the conclusion that the use of teacher’s gesturesin the learningof 

foreign vocabulary can have an effect on memorization and that the impact of gestures in 

second language acquisition should be promoted in teacher’s training. Reflection on gestures 

and second language learning as well as development of teaching gestures techniques should 

be part of teacher’s training so that the majority of gestures can be made by learners 

especially young ones. (Tellier 2007).  Linda Quinn Allen (1995) Study investigated the effect 

of emblematic gestures on the development and access of mental representations of French 

expressions. Three groups consisting of 112 first semester university French students 

participated in the study. The experimental group learned the gestures and used them to recall 

the expressions in the posttest. The no-treatment group did not see the gestures at anytime, the 

comparison group did not learn the gestures but did see them in the posttest. The analysis of 

the results revealed that learning emblematic gestures simultaneously with French expressions 

does lead to gather recall. Secondly, although all groups experienced a decay in recall, the 

groups that saw the emblematic gestures forgot significantly fewer sentences than the group 

that did not see the gestures.     
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� Guessing from context 

Dubin (1993)stated that guessing from context as a way of dealing with unfamiliar 

vocabulary in unedited selections has been suggested widely by L1 and L2 reading specialists. 

According to Nation and Coady (1988), there are two types of contexts. The first type is the 

context within the text ,which includes morphological ,semantic and syntactic information in 

a specific text, while the second one is the general context ,or non -textual context ,which is 

the background of knowledge the reader has about the subject being read.(as cited in 

Alqahtani, 2015). Within this technique, learners gain the opportunity to guessthe meaning of 

words they want to know whenever it is possible, consequently they will understand the 

meaning of the utterances easily. 

� Eliciting 

This technique is more motivating and memorable by simply giving pupils a list of 

words to learn (Alqahtani, 2005, p. 29). 

� Translation 

According to Cameron (2001), even though translation does not create a need or 

motivation of the learners to think about word meaning, in some situations translation could 

be effective for teachers. As cited in Alqahtani (2015, P. 29).Although this technique is not 

widely used in the process of teaching vocabulary; there are some words that  need to be 

translated. 

1.1.6. Vocabulary Learning Strategies 

It is clear that learning a large amount of vocabulary needs an effort and requires some 

strategies. These strategies differ from one learner to another and they are called Vocabulary 

Learning strategies. VLS are employed by students to upgrade their capacity to learn 

vocabulary and progress towards proficiency in a foreign language; they assist them to 

internalize, store, retrieve and use language. 
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Vocabulary Learning Strategies are defined by many researchers, according to Rubin 

(1975) these strategies are what learners may use to acquire knowledge , he stated “ by 

strategies I mean the techniques or devices which a learner may use to acquire knowledge”  

Gu and Johnson (1996) defined Vocabulary Learning strategies as they are related to the 

techniques that help in learning lists of meanings that vocabulary has , the stated q “ the word 

vocabulary has long connoted word lists, and vocabulary learning strategies have been 

tantamount to techniques that help commit these lists of meaning” ( Gu and Johnson, 1996, P. 

644) 

Vocabulary Learning Strategies are vital in vocabulary learning , in this sense , Tacak 

(2008) stated  “ vocabulary learning strategies play an important role in vocabulary learning” 

( takac,2008, P.17 ). 

 

Many studies tried to identify and categorize Vocabulary Learning Strategies ; 

However, Schmitt ( 2000) taxonomy is considered as the most dominant. In this sense, Takac 

(2008) declared about Schmitt’s  taxonomy  “the results of his research are embedded in his 

proposal of a typology of vocabulary learning strategies which is currently the most 

comprehensive typology of (exclusive) ”. Hence, Schmitt taxonomy categorizes four 

vocabulary-learning strategies: social strategies, memory strategies, cognitive strategies, 

metacognitive strategies. Schmitt ( 2000, pp. 135-136)  

� Social Strategies (SOC) 

Social Strategie are the use of interaction with other people to improve language 

learning. One can ask teachers or classmates for information about anew word and they can 

answer in a number of ways (synonyms, translations, etc.). One can also study and 

consolidate vocabulary knowledge with other people. 
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� Memory Strategies (MEM) 

 Memory strategies (Traditionally known as mnemonic) involve relating the word to be 

retained with some previous learned knowledge, using some form of imagery, or grouping. A 

new word can be integrated into many kinds of existing knowledge (e.g. previous experiences 

or known words) or images can be custom-made for retrieval (e.g. images of the word’s form 

or meaning attributes). 

� Cognitive Strategies (COG) 

Cognetive Strategies are similar to memory strategies, but are not focused so 

specifically on manipulative mental processing; they include repetition and using mechanical 

means to study vocabulary, including the keeping of vocabulary notebooks. 

� Metacognitive Strategies (MET) 

Metacognitive strategies involve a conscious overview of the learning process and 

making decision about planning, monitoring, or evaluating the best ways to study. This 

involves improving access to input, deciding on the most efficient methods of study/ review, 

and testing oneself to gauge improvement. It also includes deciding which words are worth 

studying and which are not, as well as preserving with the words one chooses to learn. 

(Schmitt, 2000). 

1.1.7. Vocabulary and Memory 

Memory is generally known as the ability to remember experiences or learned 

information. According to the Oxford dictionary, it is the ability to remember things. Memory 

has an important role in learning vocabulary .In this sense, Takac (2002) said “the role of 

memory is crucial in any kind of learning and vocabulary learning no exception” (Takac, 

2002, p. 10) .Similarly, Schmitt (2000) stated “ memory has a key interface with language 

learning ” (p. 129) 

Accordingly, Thornbury (2002) argued that learning is a memory function. He states 

that “ the learner needs not only to learn a lot of words, but to remember them. In fact learning 
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is remembering”. (Thornbury, 2002, p. 23). According to him vocabulary is not like learning 

grammar which is a rule-based system, learning vocabulary is a question of accumulating 

individual items, he said “ there are few short cuts in the form of generative rules: it is 

essentially a question of memory” (Thornbury, 2002, p. 23) He emphasizes the three systems 

of memory: the short-term memory, the working memory, and the  long-term memory. 

• The short-term memory  

The short term memory refers to the capacity of the brain to hold a number of items for 

a limited period of time up to a few seconds, such as remembering a phone number, or 

repeating a word that you have just heard the teacher modeling. Similarly, Schmitt (2000) 

argued that it is used to store or hold information while it is being processed, it can hold 

information only for seconds and it is fast and adaptive but has a small storage capacity. 

• The working memory 

The short term memory memory where many cognitive tasks such as reasoning, 

learning, and understanding depend on, and function where information is first placed. In the 

working memory, the information come via the senses from external resources or it can be 

downloaded from the long term memory, or both.  Materials in the working memory remain 

for about twenty seconds. Thornbury (2002) said “ it can be thought of as a kind of work 

bench, where information is first placed, studied and moved about before being filed away for 

later retrieval” that is to say, it is the function where information are first installed, studied 

then move about then  the information field away to be retrieved in the needed time. 

(Thornbury, 2002, p. 23). 
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• The long-term memory 

Unlike the short-term memory, which has a limited capacity and no permanent content, 

long-term memory has an unlimited capacity. (Thornbury, 2002, p. 24). Schmitt (2000)stated 

“Long-term memory retains information for use in anything but the immediate future”. He 

asserts that long-term memory has an unlimited capacity and that the object of vocabulary 

learning is to transfer the lexical information from the short-term memory to the more 

permanent long-term memory. (Schmitt, 2000, p. 131) 

1.1.8. The Difficulties in Learning Vocabulary 

Vocabulary is an essential building block in the language system, learners of English as 

a foreign language need a large number of vocabulary to perform effectively in different 

situations. However, learning a large number of vocabulary is not easy for the students, they 

still face a lot of problems and difficulties. Many researchers have discussed vocabulary-

learning difficulties encountered by students. (Lado,n.d. P. 31 ) said “similarity and difference 

to the native language in form, meaning, and distribution will result in ease or difficulty in 

acquiring the vocabulary of a foreign language”. According to him, there are seven patterns 

while comparing the foreign language with that of the native language, and that we can 

predict general level of difficulty on the basis of the word grouping into easy, normal, and 

difficult. In the difficult level, he characterizes the words that are similar in form but different 

in meaning, words that are different in their morphological construction, words that have 

widely different connotations in two languages, and words that are restricted as to geographic 

areas in which they are used in the foreign language. 

Thornbury (2002) identified factors that make some words difficult than others to be 

learned, he states, “anyone who has learned a second language will know that some words 

seem easier than others” (P. 27). These factors are: 
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� Pronunciation: research shows that words that are difficult to pronounce are 

more difficult to learn. Difficult words are those contain sounds that some learners are not 

familiar with. 

� Spelling: sound-spelling mismatches are likely to be the cause of errors, and 

can contribute to a word’s difficulty; also, words that contain silent letters are particularly 

problematic. 

� Length and Complexity: long words seem to be no more difficult to learn than 

short ones. However, as a rule of thumb, high frequency words tend to be short in English, 

therefore the learner is likely to meet them more often, a factor favoring their ‘learnability’. 

� Grammar: also problematic is the grammar associated with the word, 

especially if this differs from that of its L1equivalent. Remembering whether a verb like 

enjoy, have, or hope is followed by an infinitive (to swim) or an -ing form (swimming)can add 

to its difficulty.  

� Meaning: when two words overlap in meaning, learners are likely to confuse 

them. Make and Do are a case in point: you make breakfast and make anappointment, but you 

do the house work and do the  

questionnaire. 

� Range, Connotation and Idiomaticity: words that can be used in a wide 

range of contexts will generally be perceived as easier than their synonyms with a narrow 

range. Thus, put is a very wide-ranging verb, compared to impose, place, position, etc. 

Likewise, thin is safer bet than skinny, slim, slender. Uncertainly as to the connotations of 

some words may cause problems too. Thus, propaganda has negative connotations in English, 

but its equivalent may simply mean publicity. On the other hand, eccentric does not have 

negative connotations in English, but it is nearest equivalent in other languages may mean 

deviant. Finally words or expressions that are idiomatic will generally be more difficult than 
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words those meaning is transparent. It is their idiomaticity, as well as their syntactic 

complexity, that makes phrasal verbs so difficult. (Thornbury, 2002, PP. 27- 28) 

1.1.9. Vocabulary and the four Skills 

Mastering vocabulary is essential to master any language, it helps accessing the 

language four skills, listening, reading, speaking, and writing. Alqahtani (2015) stated 

“vocabulary mastery plays an important role in the four language skills and it has to be 

considered that vocabulary mastery is one of the needed components of language” (P. 26). 

Students who learn more vocabulary perform better than others in producing appropriate and 

fluent speech while speaking,  a better performance in writing, they easily read and interpret 

information while reading, and they will have more ability to encode the meaning and 

messages in a  listening context. In this sense,(Alqahtani) emphasized “in order to understand 

the language, vocabulary is crucial to be mastered by the learner. Vocabulary mastery is 

needed to express our ideas and to be able to understand other people’s sayings”  (Alqahtani, 

2015, p. 26).  According to Schmitt (2000) a student needs 2,000 words for conversational 

speaking, 3,000 word families to being reading authentic texts, and perhaps 10,000 for 

challenging academic tasks, and 15,000 to 20,000 to equal and educated native speaker. 

(Schmitt,2000, p. 157). He argued that vocabulary is more important in the writing skill, in 

this sense; he states “in the teaching of writing many teachers focus on the grammatical well-

formendness of a composition, however, it seems that lexis may be the element requiring 

more attention”. Vocabulary has a vital role in reading, with a large number of word 

knowledge, learners comprehend the input presented easily, in this sense Norbert Schmitt and 

McCarthy (1997) stated “ with a vocabulary size of  2,000 words a learner knows 80 per cent 

of the words in a text”. For Schmitt (2000) the understanding of a word is known as receptive 

knowledge and is related to listening and reading. The production of a word when speaking or 

writing is considered as productive knowledge.(P. 9-10).  Learning through speaking and 

writing is necessary for the enhancement of vocabulary by moving receptive knowledge into 
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productive knowledge. this enhancement through the productive skill can occur in several 

ways such as activities that involve the use of annotated pictures or definitions which 

encourage the use of vocabulary, the speaking activities involving group work that help 

student to negotiate the meaning of unknown words with each other, and using a partly known 

word in speaking and writing can help strengthen and enrich knowledge of the word. 

(Schmitt, 2010, P. 39)   

1.1.10. The Importance of Vocabulary 

Vocabulary is a significant part in learning any language. It is considered as the source 

of communication. In this sense, Rohmatillah (2017) asserted that without learning 

vocabulary, communication in the second language (L2) becomes harder. McCarthy (1990) 

pointed out that, “it is the experience of most language teachers that the single biggest 

component of any language courses is vocabulary. No matter how well the student learns 

grammar, no matter how successfully the students of L2 are mastered, without words to 

express a wide range of meanings, communication in L2 just cannot happen in any 

meaningful way” .In fact, the importance of vocabulary has been supported by many 

researchers in teaching or learning a new language. (Schmitt, 2002, as cited in (Alqahtani, 

2015, p. 22),emphasized that “lexical knowledge is central to communication competence and 

to the acquisition of the second language”. In addition, vocabulary is an essential skill for 

learning the four skills (reading, listening, writing, and speaking).  According to Richards and 

Renandya (2002,p. 255) vocabulary is a core component of language proficiency and provides 

much of the basis of how well learners speak, listen, read and write. They also assert that 

without an extensive vocabulary and strategies for acquiring new vocabulary learners often 

achieve less than their potential and may be discouraged from making use of language 

learning opportunities around them, without an adequate vocabulary, learners cannot perform 

effectively to some aspects of language.  Hence, the more learners master vocabulary the 

more they attain language proficiency. Accordingly, Yang and Dai (2012 ) argued that 
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“vocabulary is by far the most sizeable and manageable component in the learning of any 

language, whether foreign or one’s mother tongue. No language acquisition can take place 

without the acquisition of lexis”. ( p. 208) 

To sum up, vocabulary learning is very important for students who learn English as a 

foreign or a second language, thus the more the students master vocabulary, the more they 

achieve successful production.   

Conclusion 

This section focused on the major issues related to vocabulary with its description. It 

discussed its definition and types and it emphasized its statue across the language teaching 

methods additionally, it outlined the most important techniques used in vocabulary teaching 

along with the strategies students employed to learn more vocabularies. It briefly explained 

the role of memory in vocabulary learning. Ultimately, this section discussed the difficulties 

that first year EFL students face in vocabulary learning and it emphasized the role it plays in 

the language four skills. 

All in all, this section aimed at establishing the significant role vocabulary plays in 

language teaching and learning and to highlight the best techniques and strategies  should be 

employed to make students overcome the vocabulary difficulties. 
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Section Two: productive Skills  

Introduction 

The ability to use a language is called language skill. When learning any language the 

learner needs the ability to master the four language skills, listening, speaking, reading and 

writing in order to use that language effectively specially for communicative purposes. These 

skills are generally divided into two types receptive and productive. The receptive skills is a 

term used to refer to the listening and the reading skills and the productive skills refer to 

speaking and writing. It is true that these skills would not exist without the support of each 

other as Brown (2001) said " production and reception are quite simply two sides of the same 

coin; one cannot split the coin in two"(P. 234). However, the productive skills have been 

considered as the fundamental element of a language and the essential skills should be 

mastered because they are the communicative skills. Nevertheless, most foreign language 

learners face difficulties when trying to master the productive skills. 

1.2.1. Definition of Productive Skills 

Productive skills, speaking and writing, are also known as active skills; they refer to the 

skills that enable learners to produce the language in a written or a spoken form. Productive 

skills are defined by Jaramillo and Medina (2011) as an important form of expression used to 

persuade or convince other people as well as to share ideas and feelings. According to 

Golkova & Hubackova (2014), productive skills mean the transmission of information that a 

language user produces in either spoken or written form. These two skills as they are 

productive can be compared with reading and listening skills that are receptive skills.  

     1.2.2.The Speaking Skill 

             1.2.2.1. Definition of Speaking Skill 

The speaking skill is said to be a productive skill which is the ability to use language in 

an oral form, and it is one of the main parts of people's daily life communication. The 

speaking skill is defined by Chaney (1998) as "the process of building and sharing meaning 
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and sharing meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols in a variety of 

contexts". ( P. 13) 

Speaking is an activity used by someone to communicate with other. It is a skill that 

takes place everywhere and has become a part of our daily life activities. Thornbury (2005) 

stated «speaking is so much a part of daily life that we have to take for granted" (p. 01). 

Speaking is not the case that people simply open their mouths and speak the words and 

sentences, but it includes a cultural background of a target language which is spoken to get 

meaningful interaction, this is according to Mckay (2008), she stated “when people speak, 

they are doing so in a cultural context". In addition, Bygate (1987) said “speaking is in many 

ways an undervalued skill ". According to him, speaking is an undervalued skill and it is often 

thought as a popular form of expression” (Bygate,1987, p. 23) 

Speaking is a skill that language learners need to master with the other language skills. 

Chastain (1998) argued, "speaking is a productive skill. As such, its development is 

undertaken after the receptive skill of listening comprehension, and perhaps of reading, and is 

always somewhat behind that of the receptive skill" (Chastain, 1998,p. 333). Accordingly, 

Nunan (2003) noted, "Speaking is a productive aural/ oral skill and it consists of producing 

systematic verbal utterances to convey meaning”.(P. 269). In addition,  Richards (2008)stated 

that "speaking in traditional methodologies usually meant speaking after the teacher, 

memorizing a dialogue or responding to drills" (p. 02). That is speaking for many years was 

dealing only with repetition, memorizing and responding to drills.  

Speaking has many forms like discussion, chat, conversation and dialogue. (Finocchiaro 

and Brumfit 1983, as cited in Agabi,2017, p. 29) proposed that speaking means" giving oral 

expression to thoughts, opinions and feelings in terms of talk or conversation". 
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1.2.2.2. The Importance of Speaking 

The speaking skill is considered as the most important skill of all the four skills. It plays 

a significant role in and it is considered as an important part of daily life, as well, it is one of 

the main purposes of language learning since it is the ability to transfer the ideas and thoughts 

to other people . 

Many researchers affirm the importance of the speaking skill and argue that it seems as 

a priority in the language learning process. Richards (2008) stated "the mystery of speaking 

skill in English is a priority for many second-language or foreign language learners" 

(Richards, 2008,p. 19) .Accordingly, Brown (2001) emphasized the importance of speaking in 

the teaching process "Most of our language-teaching energy is devoted to instruction in 

mastering English conversation. However, numerous other forms of spoken language are also 

important to incorporate into a language course" (Brown, 2001,p. 250). Thornbury (2005) 

confirmed that speaking merits to be practiced and that it is a complementary skill that needs 

to be practiced with other skills, he argued "speaking there for needs to be practiced in 

conjunction with other skills, which suggests an integrated skills approach " (P. 118) 

Speaking  includes different areas that make it important in people's everyday life so 

that it deserves attention, as well as, the teaching of speaking merits more thought.  In this 

regard, Bygate (1987) affirmed that "it is the vehicle par excellence of social solidarity, of 

social ranking of professional advancement and of business. It is also a medium through 

which for many is particularly conductive for learning. Perhaps then, the teaching of speaking 

merits more attention" (P. 01). According to Ur (1991) People who know a language are 

referred to as ‘Speakers’ of that language, as if speaking included all the other kinds of 

knowing. "Of all the four skills (listening, speaking , reading and writing) speaking seems to 

be intuitively the most important". Most of foreign language learners are interested in learning 

to speak the language rather than learning other language skills, Ur (1991) further 

emphasized, "many if not most foreign language learners are primarily interested in learning 
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to speak". (Ur,1991,p. 120). Furthermore this idea was pointed out by Chastain (1998) who 

affirmed that "second language educators have long espoused speaking as a major objective in 

second-language classes". He also stressed the idea that the learners of second-language 

generally join second-language classes for the purpose of learning to speak and that the 

percentage of students enrolled in second-language classes are there because they want to 

learn to speak the language considering it the main objective. In this sense, he stated  "second 

language educators have long espoused speaking as a major objective in second language 

classes" (Chastain, 1998, p. 330).  Nunan (1991) stressed more the importance of speaking, in 

his view most people consider speaking the most important skill that they should master he 

said "For most people mastering the art of speaking is the most important aspect of learning a 

second language" (Nunan, 1991,P. 39).  

1.2.2.3. The Elements of Speaking 

The Speaking skill has a great importance in learning a language as well as it is a 

difficult task to be achieved; to be skillful in speaking, means to have the ability for speaking 

fluently without any obstacles. EFL learners need to know some elements that have a great 

importance to improve their speaking skill, these elements are mentioned by Harmer (2001), 

According to him the ability to speak English needs the following elements: 

� Language Features 

The elements for spoken production are the following: 

�   Connected Speech 

The ability to not only produce the individual phonemes, but to produce more connected 

sounds. For example not only ( I could have gone ) but also ( I'd've gone). Speech sounds 

may be modified, added, or weakened, for this reason we should involve students in activities 

designed specifically to improve their connected speech. 

� Expressive Devices 
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Native speakers of English change the pitch and stress of particular parts of utterances, 

vary volume and speed and show by other physical and non-verbal (paralinguistic) means 

how they are feeling ( especially in face-to-face). These aspects help them to convey meaning. 

Then students need to have this ability if they want to be skillful communicators.  

� Lexical Grammar: 

Learners usually use a number of lexical phrases, therefore the teacher should provide 

them with a variety of phrases which take different functions such as agreeing or disagreeing, 

expressing surprise, shock or approval so that the  students can use them in different stages of 

communication. 

� Negotiation Meaning:  

Effective speaking benefits from the use of negotiation language, we often need to ask 

for clarification when we are listening to someone else talk. For students it is crucial. The 

teacher have to offer them with necessary expressions they need when they ask for 

clarification from the speakers. Speakers also need to structure their discourse if they want to 

be understood, especially when they can see that they are not being understood by others.  

� Mental /Social processing 

Harmer (2001) stated " access also dependent upon rapid processing skills that talking 

necessates" (P. 271). The basic processing skills of speaking are the following: 

� Language processing 

Language processing has to do with ability of speakers to process the language in their 

minds through putting it in coherent order so that it comes comprehensible by the listener and 

convey intended meaning of the speaker  as well. It also needs the students ability to retrieve 

word and phrases from memory to use them when they are interacting with others. 

In language lessons, speaking activities should be included in order to help students 

developing habits of rapid language processing in English. 

� Interacting with Others: 
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Effective speaking also involves interaction between two or more participants it also 

involves a good deal of listening and understanding of other's talk. In addition, the knowledge 

of how linguistically to take turn or allow others to do so. 

� ( On-the-Spot) information processing: 

Quite apart from our response to others’ feelings, this deals with the ability to process 

the information they tell us rapidly. (Harmer,2001,P.  269- 271) 

1.2.2.4. Aspects of Speaking 

It is obvious that any EFL learner has the desire to master his language as much as 

possible so that he can speak English more accurately and fluently. Accuracy and fluency are 

the basic aspects of speaking that the learners should give importance in order to become 

competent language users.  

1.2.2.4.1. Fluency  

Fluency is known as the ability to deliver information quickly with expertise through 

linking the units of speech easily and fluently. Hedge (2000) Defines it as “the ability to link 

units of speech together with facility and without strain or inappropriate slowness or in due 

hesitation". (P. 7)  According to (Faerch, Haastrup, and Phillipson 1984) Fluency covers 

speakers’ ability to make use of whatever linguistic and pragmatic competence they have. 

They listed three types of fluency:  

� Semantic fluency: linking together prepositions and speech acts.  

� Lexical systematic fluency: linking together speech constituents and words. 

� Articulatory fluency: linking together speech systems. (Faerch, Haastrup, and 

Phillipson 1984, as cited in Hedge, 2000,P. 7) 

Brown (2001) argued that some students slide into a self-satisfied rut in which they 

become quite fluent, but in which they become very difficult to comprehend, he further 

suggested that fluency exercises help to get students over the hump of always having to say or 

write everything correctly. (Brown, 2001, p.109). Accordingly, Thornbury (2005) affirmed 
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the idea that speed is an important factor in fluency but he did not neglect that pauses are 

needed because speakers need to take breath. Native speakers also need pauses to let the 

listener get the idea, he states "speed is a factor, but it is by no means the only-or even the 

most important". (Thornbury,2005, P. 06) 

1.2.2.4.2. Accuracy 

In most speaking activities, students give the most importance to fluency so that they 

usually produce incorrect utterances as well as the others will not understand them; However, 

according to Brown (2001), students are concerned about accuracy and they may blame 

themselves for the mistakes they make and demand constant correction for every slip-up. 

(Brown, 2001, p. 109)  

Accuracy has been defined by Skehan (1996) as referring "to how well the target 

language is produced in relation to the rule system of the target language" (Skehan,1996,  as 

cited in  Ellis and Borkhuizen, 2005,p. 139). Learners should focus on the grammatical 

structure, vocabulary and pronunciation in the process of speaking because without accuracy, 

students will not be understood and the listeners lose interest. Hughes (2002) said, "accuracy 

refers to the accurate and appropriate use of the candidate's grammatical resources". Accuracy 

can generally be defined as the students’ ability to use the language system correctly 

including the correct use of grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation.  

� Grammar 

Hughes (2002) argued that grammatical accuracy refers to the ability to use the 

grammatical structure in appropriate ways and situations including the control of length and 

complexity of the utterances. According to Thornbury (2005) there is a difference between the 

written grammar and the spoken grammar therefore, he makes a distinction between them and 

comes up with the following features of the spoken grammar.  

� Clause is the basic unit of construction 

� Clauses are usually added( Co-ordination)  
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� Head + body + tail construction  

� Direct speech favoured 

� Vagueness tolerated 

� a lot of ellipsis 

� Many question tags  

� Performance effect, including (hesitation, repeats, false starts, incompletion, 

syntactic blends)  

� Vocabulary 

Vocabulary accuracy is the learner's ability to choose the necessary and appropriate 

words while speaking so that they can express or deliver their ideas , thoughts and points 

concisely and accurately. Students often lack the appropriate vocabulary or misuse words 

through the difficulties they face when they try to express what they want to say, this is 

because they confuse between words that have similar meaning. According to Harmer (2001) 

knowledge of the word classes allows speakers to perform well. In order for students to be 

able to form utterances and use words and expressions correctly, they should be 

knowledgeable in vocabulary for a better performance. (Harmer ,2001, as cited in Baghdad, 

2015, p. 10) 

� Pronunciation 

Pronunciation accuracy deals with the ability to pronounce words correctly. If the 

speakers’ pronunciation is incorrect, they will not be understood which leads to lose interest 

of the listener so that they will not achieve accuracy. Redmond and Vrchata (2007) argued 

that "It is imperative that you use the correct word in the correct instance and with the correct 

pronunciation means to day words in ways that are generally accepted or 

understood"(Redmond and Vrchata ,2007,p. 10) . Speakers should be aware of the correctness 

of sounds and their features, word stress and intonation to achieve pronunciation accuracy.  
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Learners who want to achieve accuracy and develop the speaking skill should make an 

overall practice of pronunciation, in this sense Thonrbury (2005) said  “The ‘lowest level’ of 

knowledge a speaker draws on is that of pronunciation. Normally, the way we pronounce 

individual words, and the sounds that they are composed of, is not something that involves 

conscious choices. "According to him, words are stored with their pronunciation and do not 

need to be formed from each time they are used. However, he further suggested that, speakers 

reform their pronunciation according to the social context in order not to sound 'posh' or they 

will adopt an accent or a quality of voice for a particular dramatic effect (Thornbury, 2005, p. 

25)  

Improving pronunciation has a main aim that is being comprehensible rather than 

achieving a perfect imitation of the native speakers in this seek (Ur, 1996, as cited in Hughes, 

2011, p. 61) "It needs to be said at the outset that the aim of pronunciation improvement is not 

to be achieved a perfect imitation of a native accent, but simply to get the learner to 

pronounce accurately enough to be easily and comfortably comprehensible to other 

(competent) speakers". In addition, Chastain (1998) said, «perfect pronunciation of all sounds 

is not necessary in order to communicate well with someone who has a noticeable accent. The 

goal should realistically, be the ability to talk successfully with a native, not to have a native 

accent". (Chastain, 1998, P. 338) 

1.2.2.5. The Difficulties of Speaking 

Speaking is an important skill in learning the foreign language is usually said that it is 

not an easy task to achieve quickly; it takes a long time and effort to be mastered as well as it 

requires the proficiency of all the other skills. Almost all students of a foreign language find 

many difficulties in the speaking process; hence, many researchers argued that the speaking 

skill is considered as the hardest skill. Thornbury (2005) said" we now know that speaking is 

much more complex than this and that it involves both a command of certain skill and several 

different types of knowledge". Speaking involves the integration of certain skills, it is not a 
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simple task that will be easily achieved, but it needs more knowledge (Thornbury, 2005, p. 

01). 

The interactive nature of communication is the greatest difficulty encountered by 

learners according to Brown (2001), in this sense he stated "the greatest difficulty that 

learners encounter in attempts to speak is not the multiplicity of sounds, words , phrase, and 

discourse forms that characterize any language, but rather the interactive nature of most 

communication". (Brown, 2001.p. 269). 

Chastain(1998) believed that the speaking process is more difficult than understanding 

the language so that the students need more effort and the teachers need more concern for 

sequential and arrangement of activities, he states "learning to speak is obviously more 

difficult than learning to understand the spoken language". Speaking is not an easy task that 

can be achieved easily and quickly, actually it needs interest and a long time Chastain ( 1998) 

added "the ability to speak a language unfortunately, is not so easily acquired. Interest must 

be sustained over quite a period of time "(Chastain, 1998, p. 336). Speaking overlaps with 

many areas what makes the study of speaking skill more difficult. Hughes (2002) said "one of 

the central difficulties in the study of speaking is that it overlaps with a considerable number 

of other areas and disciplines" (Hughes, 2002,p. 06) 

EFL learners usually face many difficulties in speaking activities. In this seek, Ur( 

1991) pointed out four major difficulties that students face in the classroom. According to her, 

these difficulties include Inhibition, Nothing to say or lack of theme to be spoken, low of 

participation, and use of mother tongue.  

1.2.2.5.1. Inhibition 

Unlike the other three skills, speaking is a skill that requires a direct exposure to the 

audience what causes inhibition. Ur (1991) stated "learners are often inhibited about making 

mistakes, fearful of criticism or losing face, or simply shy of the attention that their speech 

attracts". (Ur,1991, p.1 21). Accordingly Brown (2001) argued that "one of the major 
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obstacles the learners have to overcome in learning to speak is the anxiety generated over the 

risk of blurting things out that are wrong, stupid or incomprehensible". Learners face many 

obstacles that are caused from the fear of sayings which seem for them wrong stupid or 

incomprehensible. According to Brown, this is because of the language ego that informs 

people that ‘ you are what to speak’ ; learners are not ready to be judged by the hearer. He 

further stated " language learners can put a new twist on Mart Twin's quip that "it's better to 

keep your mouth closed and have others think you are ignorant then to open it and remove all 

about". (Brown, 2001,p. 269)  

Thornbury agreed with this view and argues that "being ' put on the spot ' can cause 

anxiety which will have a negative effect on performance, likewise, knowing (or believing) 

that you are being evaluated can be prejudicial". (Thornbury, 2005, p. 25). 

1.2.2.5.2. Nothing to Say 

Students may complain that they cannot speak about anything even if they are not 

inhibited. It is not easy for Students to talk about a topic which they are not familiar with or in 

which they have less experience, they  are unlikely to invest their language-production if they 

are interested in the topic they are asked to write or speak about and they may find it difficult 

if they are not familiar with the topic. Harmer (2001) stated “In order to write or speak 

successfully it helps if we 'know what we are talking about' ” (p. 252). In the same seek, 

Thornbury (2005) affirmed that the familiarity with the topic makes speaking easier "the 

greater the familiarity, the easier the speaking task”. That is it is easier to talk about our jobs, 

or our family, than it is to talk about something very removed from our day life. (Thornbury, 

2005, p. 25) 

  1.2.2.5.3. Low or Uneven Participation 

If students are grouping in a large group, each one will have only little time to talk, 

while others speak very little or not at all, some students will be dominant and take the time 

for those who prefer to keep silent. Harmer (2001) suggested that if there are some students 
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who practice less than others, the streaming of the group might be according to participation, 

a group of weak participants or groups of especially talkative students. He states, “ now they 

will find it less easy to hide behind their more talkative colleagues”. (p. 121). One advantage 

of small group is that each individual is not so starkly on public display, vulnerable to what 

the student may perceive as criticism and rejection. Brown (2001) stated "I have seen the 

magic of small groups. Quite suddenly, reticent students become vocal participants in the 

process." (p. 178)  

1.2.2.5.4. Mother Tongue  

Students who share the same mother tongue, may use it because they find it easier and 

because it feels unnatural for them to speak to one another in a foreign language, another 

reason is because they feel less exposed if they are talking in small groups it can be quite 

difficult to keep using the target language. Learners must be familiar with the words, idioms, 

and phrases of colloquial language and they will get practice in producing these forms. 

(Brown, 2001) states "make sure your students are reasonably well acquainted with the words, 

idioms, phrases of colloquial language and that they get practice in producing these forms" (p. 

270). According to Harmer (2001) students who learn English as a second language already 

have a deep knowledge of at least one other language that what makes them confused. He 

said, "when L1 and English come into contact with each other there are often confusion which 

provides errors in learner's use of English. This can be at the level of sounds" (Harmer, 

2001,p.  99)  

1.2.2.6. Problems of Speaking 

As it is said that speaking is the most difficult skill, there are some characteristics of the 

spoken language that can make problems to students in speaking, Brown (2001) suggested 

these characteristics as follows:  
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� Clustering 

Fluent speech is phrasal, not word by word. Learners can organize their output both 

cognitively and psychologically (in breath groups) through such clustering.  

� Redundancy 

Through the redundancy of language, the learner can make the meaning clearer and he 

can benefit from this feature of spoken language. 

� Reducedform 

Contraction, elision, reduced vowels, etc., all these caused special problems in learning 

and teaching spoken English. Students who do not learn colloquial contractions can 

sometimes develop a stilted, bookish quality of speaking that in turn stigmatize them.  

� Performance Variables 

Learners can actually be taught how to pause and hesitate. For example, in English our 

'thinking time' is not silent; we insert certain «fillers" such as uh, um, well, you know , I 

mean, like, etc. One of the most salient differences between native and nonnative speakers of 

a language is in their hesitation phenomena. 

� Colloquial Language 

Students are familiar with the words, idioms, and phrases of colloquial language so that 

they get practice in producing these forms. 

 

� Rate of delivery 

Rate of delivery is another salient characteristic of fluency. In teaching spoken 

language, teachers should help learners to achieve an acceptable speed along with other 

attributors of fluency.  

� Stress, Rhythm, and Intonation 

The stress-timed rhythm of spoken English and its intonation patterns convey important 

messages.  
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� Interaction 

Learning to produce waves of language in a vacuum-without interlocutor-would rob 

speaking skill of its richest component: the creativity of conversational negotiation. (Brown, 

2001, P. 270-271). 

1.2.2.7. Strategies to Promote Speaking 

Speaking as a crucial part in language learning and proficiency needs some strategies to 

promote the speaking activities. The below strategies are suggested by Kayi (2006). 

� Discussions  

Some of the main reasons that a discussion may be held for, is that the students may aim 

to arrive at a conclusion, share ideas about an event, or find solutions in their discussion 

groups. The teacher should set the purpose of the discussion so that the students do not spend 

their time discussing irrelevant things. Students can become involved in agree/disagree 

discussions and the speaking should be equally divided among the group members. This 

activity fosters critical thinking and quick decision-making, students also learn how to express 

and justify themselves. Forming small groups is always better because quite students may 

avoid contributing in large groups, these groups should be rearranged in every discussion 

activity so that students can work with various people and learn to be open to different ideas. 

Whatever the aim is in the discussion students should be always encouraged to ask questions, 

perhaps ideas, express support, check for clarification, and so on.  

� Role Play  

One other way of getting students to speak is role-playing. Students pretend they are in 

various social contexts and have a variety of social roles. In role-play activities, the teacher 

gives information to the learner such as who they are and what they think or feel. Thus the 

teacher can tell the students that "you are David, you go to the doctor and tell him what 

happened at last night, and ... " ( Harmer, 1984) . 
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� Simulation  

In simulation, students can bring items to the class to create a realistic environment. 

Simulation differs from role- play in that simulation is more elaborated but both of them 

motivate the students. Second, Harmer(1984) suggested that they increase self-confidence of 

hesitant students, because in role-play and simulation activities, they will have a different role 

and do not have to speak for themselves, which means they do not have to take the same 

responsibility.  

� Information Gap  

Students are supposed to be working in pairs. One student will have the information that 

the other partner does not and they will share their information. This kind of activities helps in 

solving problems or collecting information, and it is effective because everybody had the 

opportunity to talk extensively in the target language. 

� BrainStorming 

Brainstorming is effective and learners generate ideas quickly and freely. The good 

characteristic of brainstorming is that the students are not criticized for their ideas so students 

will be open to sharing new ideas.  

� Story Telling 

Story telling fosters creative thinking, it also helps students express ideas in the format 

of beginning, development, and ending, including the characters and setting a story has to 

have. Students also can tell riddles or jokes. In this way, not only will the teacher address 

student's speaking ability, but also get the attention of the class. 

� Interview Story 

Conducting interview with students can present his or her study to the class. Moreover, 

students can interview each other and "introduce" his or her partner to the class. 

� Completion 
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For this activity, the teacher starts to tell a story but after few sentences, he or she stops 

narrating. Then, each student starts to narrate from his point when the previous one stopped. 

Each student is supposed to add from four to ten sentences-students can add new characters 

events, descriptions and so on.  

� Reporting 

  Before coming to class, students are asked to read a newspaper or a magazine and, in 

class, they report to their friends what they find as the mist interesting news. Students can also 

talk about whether they have experienced anything worth telling their friends in their daily 

lives before class. 

� PlayingCards 

In this game, students should form a group of four. Each suit will represent a topic. The 

teacher should state at the very beginning of the activity that the students are not allowed to 

prepare yes-no questions, because by saying yes or no students get little practice in spoken 

language production. Rather students ask open-ended questions to each other so that they 

reply in complete sentences.  

� Picture Narrating 

In this activity, students are asked to tell a story taking place in the sequential picture by 

paying attention to the criteria provided by the teacher as a rubric. Rubrics can include the 

vocabulary or structures they need to use while learning. 

� Picture Describing 

For this activity, students can form groups and each group is given a different picture. 

Students discuss the picture with their group, and then a spokesperson for each group 

describes the picture to the whole class. This activity fosters the creativity and imagination of 

the learners as well as their public speaking skill.  
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� Find the Difference 

For this activity,students can work in pairs and each couple is given two different 

pictures. Students in pairs discuss the similarities and/or differences in the pictures.  

1.2.2.8. Factors for Successful Speaking Classes 

There are several factors that help students for successful speaking. According to 

Ur,1991) there are four factors. Firs, learners Talk a lot; learners can talk as much as possible 

in an English class in the period of time that is specified to the activity. Second, Participation 

is Even ; all students have the chance to participate; the participation should not be dominated 

by only some talkative participants. Third, motivation is high; Learners are motivated to 

speak because they are interested in the topic and have something new to say about it. In this 

sense, Thornbury (2005) said "generally if you are well disposed to the topic you are talking 

about, and/or to the other participants the easier it is likely to be" (p. 25). Finally, language is 

of an acceptable level; learners express themselves in relevant and easy utterances to 

understand each other and of an acceptable level of language accuracy. (Ur, 1991, p. 120) 

1.2.3. The Writing Skill 

          1.2.3.1. Definition of Writing Skill 

Writing is an essential skill in the English language learning. It is the productive skill in 

the written mode. It is a form of communication by which the learner expresses and 

communicates his thoughts and ideas. Ur (1991) argued, “the purpose of writing, in principle, 

is the expression of ideas, the conveying of a message to the reader " (P.163). Writing 

involves the encoding of a message of some kind that people are able to translate their 

thoughts into a written language.(Byrne, 1988, p. 1) According to Grossman (2009), " writing 

can take many forms , including anything from a shopping list , acting as an aide - memoire , 

through letters , both formal and informal , to academic texts like this essay" (p. 3). Nunan 

(1989) viewed writing as «an extremely complex, cognitive activity for all which the writer is 

required to demonstrate control of a number of variables simultaneously"(P. 36). This 
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illustrates that writing is a complex activity where the writer is required to demonstrate 

control of content, format, sentence structure, vocabulary, spelling and so on. The student 

should be able to structure and generate ideas and information into cohesive and coherent text 

.From the definitions above, there is no exact definition to writing. Many researchers have 

different perspectives about the concept of writing. 

1.2.3.2. Aspects of Writing 

Gower, Philips, and Walters (1995) claimed that writing involves the following aspects   

� Handwriting: This may be a problem for students who are not familiar with 

Roman script: Far Eastern and Arabic-speaking students, for example. 

� Spelling:  Usually more of a problem for speakers of non-European languages 

.However, speakers of languages where the spelling and pronunciation are consistent, for 

example Spanish, also need help with spelling. 

� Punctuation: The conventions of English capital letters and punctuation are 

not universal and might have to be taught. 

� Sentence construction: The construction of sentences that are grammatically 

correct, using the correct word order. 

� Organizing a text and paragraphing: Dividing information into paragraphs. 

Knowing when to start a new paragraph. Ordering the paragraphs to present a logical 

argument, tell a story, etc. 

� Text cohesion: The appropriate use of linking words and phrases so that the 

organization of the text is clear to the reader. 

� Register/Style: Using language (structure and vocabulary) appropriate to the 

formality and style of the text. (p.113) 

1.2.3.3. The Process of Writing 

Villanueva (2003) stated that the writing process can be divided into three stages: 

prewriting, writing, and rewriting. 
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� Prewriting: is everything that takes place before the first draft. Prewriting 

usually takes about 85 % of the writers' time. It includes the awareness of his world from 

which his subject is born. In prewriting, the writer focuses on the subject, spots an audience, 

and chooses a form that may carry his subject to his audience. Prewriting may include 

research and daydreaming, note- making and outlining. 

� Writing:  is the act of producing a first draft. It is the fastest part of the 

process, and the most frightening for it is a commitment. When you complete a draft, you 

know how much and how little you know. 

�  Rewriting: is reconsideration of subject, form and audience. It is re-searching, 

rethinking, redesigning, rewriting and finally, line- by -line editing, the demanding, satisfying 

process of making each word right. 

1.2.3.4. Approaches to Teaching Writing 

a. The product approach 

It is a traditional way applied by English teachers in the process of teaching writing. 

Within this approach, writing is seen as a product. Hyland (2003) argued that this approach 

encourages a focus on formal text units or grammatical features of texts. In this view, learning 

to write in a foreign language or second language mainly involves linguistic knowledge and 

the vocabulary choices, syntactic patterns, and cohesive devices that comprise the essential 

building blocks of texts. In this approach, there are four stages in teaching the writing process: 

� Familiarization: learners are taught certain grammar and vocabulary usually through a 

text. 

� Controlled writing: learners manipulate fixed patterns, often from substitution tables. 

� Guided writing: learners imitate model texts. 

� Free writing: learners use the patterns they have developed to write an essay, letter and 

so forth. 
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b. The process approach 

Unlike the product approach that views writing as a product, the process approach 

focuses more on the process the learners go through when trying to achieve the goal of 

writing. It concerns the way learners generate and develop ideas and how these ideas can be 

used to achieve effective writing. Badger and White (2000) stated that in process approaches 

writers go through four stages: prewriting, composing/drafting, revising and editing. 

Prewriting activity would be for learners to brainstorm on the topic of houses. At the 

composing / drafting stage, they would select and structure the result of the brainstorming 

session to provide a plan of a description of a house. This would guide the first draft of a 

description of a particular house. After discussion, learners might revise the first draft 

working individually or in groups. Finally, the learners would edit or proofread the text. 

These kind of activities in the process of approach give the chance to the students to 

experience the process of writing and to develop their writing. 

1.2.3.5. Teaching Writing to Foreign Language Learners 

For many years, writing was neglected in language teaching approaches. The emphasis 

was on the speaking skills as a tool for communication. Therefore, EFL learners focus more 

on the oral skills and considered writing as the most difficult skill because they need to have a 

large amount background knowledge. However, writing has been recently identified as one of 

the most essential skills in learning any language since the world become so text oriented. 

Thus, EFL learners should consider writing as an important part of the language and the 

teachers have to impart their students of the importance of writing. In addition, teachers 

should provide students with the effective ways and strategies to develop their writing skills. 

1.2.3.6. The Role of the Teacher 

In teaching writing, the teacher is an essential factor to help students when learning to 

write. The teacher should suggest ideas to help students to express their ideas and motivate 

them to write. He has the duty to look for the best strategies that may help students in the 
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learning process. Harmer (1991) stated that the teacher needs to deploy some roles when 

students are asked to write. He mentioned the followingroles as the most important: 

� Motivator: One of the teachers' principle roles in writing tasks will be to 

motivate the students, creating conditions for the generation of ideas, persuading them of the 

usefulness of the activity and encouraging them to make as much effort as possible for 

maximum benefit. When students are involved in a creative activity, some of them may find it 

difficult to generate ideas such as poem-writing activities; the teacher may need to suggest 

lines to those students who cannot do such activities or to prompt them with his own ideas. 

� Resource: Especially during the more extended writing tasks, the teacher 

should be ready to supply information and language where necessary. He needs to tell 

students that he is available and be prepared to look at their work as it progresses, offering 

advice and suggestions in a constructive and tactful way. 

� Feedback provider: giving feedback on writing tasks demands special care. 

Teachers should respond positively and encouragingly to the content of what the students 

have written. When offering correction, teachers should choose what and how much to focus 

based on what students need at this particular stage of their studies, and on the tasks they have 

undertaken. 

1.2.3.7. Writing Difficulties Encountered by EFL Learners 

Usually EFL learners consider writing as the most difficult skill of the English  

language. Thus, they face difficulties when trying to write an effective piece of writing. 

1.2.3.7.1. The common writing difficulties of EFL learners: 

EFL students usually face difficulties in the writing process in different areas such as 

vocabulary, grammar, spelling and punctuation. 

� Vocabulary 

Vocabulary is the most essential component of a language. Learners of a foreign or a 

second language need to have a large amount of vocabulary to communicate effectively with 
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that language either by writing or by speaking. Therefore, the lack of vocabulary causes 

difficulties to EFL students in communicating in English. Al-Zahrani (2011) claimed that 

"vocabulary teaching and learning represents one of the major challenges that face EFL/ESL 

teachers and learners. Most EFL/ ESL learners have difficulties in communicating with the 

English language because of their limited vocabulary”. (P. 2). Poor vocabulary prevents 

students from communicating and expressing their ideas because vocabulary has a great 

impact  on students' writing. Therefore, learners need to develop their vocabulary and learn 

new words to develop their writing and to express their ideas in a more meaningful way. 

� Grammar 

Grammar was defined by Harmer (2001) as " the description of the ways in which 

words can change their forms and can be combined into sentences in that language." (p. 12). 

These ways are the grammar rules of a language that are required to form structured 

utterances. In writing, it is important to understand the grammar rules of the language to form 

well-structured meaningful sentences. The EFL learners generally face difficulties when 

applying these rules correctly in a piece of writing. 

� Spelling 

Spelling refers to the act of forming words with letters, or of reading the letters of 

words. Al-Sobhi, Rachid, Abdullah and Darmi (2017) stated that "English spelling has always 

been described by many researchers and teachers as a daunting task especially for learners 

whose first language is not English." (P.16) Accordingly, EFL students commit many spelling 

errors when they write in English. Warda (2005) stated that incorrect spelling also affected the 

students' writing , and individuals with low spelling confidence and skills write less and more 

plainly and they may not be empowered to express their knowledge in different areas. There 

are several studies conducted to examine the causes of the spelling errors made by EFL 

students. According to Ahmad (2013) ,Albahawi (2016), Al-Jabri (2003) and Bahloul (2007), 

the first cause behind making spelling errors is the irregular orthographic system of English 
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i.e. the lack of correspondence between English phonemes and graphemes and vice versa. For 

example, the phoneme /k/can be represented in different graphemes or digraphs such as <k> 

kit, <c> car, <ck> black. The second reason is the lack of awareness of spelling rules that 

could be the students' limited knowledge of English inflectional morphology. For instance, the 

inflectional suffixes -s, -d,-ing as in worries, stopped and planning. The last cause is the 

linguistic interference between L1 and L2.For example, Arab EFL learners are expected to 

incorrectly spell out the words (vast - push) as (fast- bush) due to the fact that the phonemes 

/V/ and /P/ do not exist in Arabic.(cited in: Al-Sobhi, Rachid, Abdullah and Darmi Arab ESL 

Secondary School Students' Spelling Errors, 2017, p. 19). 

Correct spelling is very important for EFL students' writing. Tesdell (1982) stated that 

“however difficult or irrelevant the ESL student may regard spelling, good spelling is a part of 

good writing. " (p. 3). Similarly, Okyere (1990) emphasized that spelling is an essential skill 

for students to master because it allows for the clear expression of thought in written form." 

� Punctuation 

Punctuation is the use of symbols and marks to separate strings of words into clauses, 

phrases and sentences. They are used to clarify the meaning of the written text and to help the 

reader understand the content. However, punctuation still represents an obstacle in the EFL 

students' writing. They generally misuse the punctuation marks and make errors in their 

writing. Accordingly, McCuen and Winkler (2000) stated  "punctuation errors occur with the 

omission or misuse of one of the punctuation marks."(as cited in Samhon and Abdall,2016, P. 

74) .The correct use of punctuation has a great impact on the students' writing because it helps 

them to express meaning correctly. According to Awad (2012) punctuation marks carry 

meaning and express relationship between ideas, and without these marks many sentences are 

mere jumbles of words. (P. 212).  Therefore, students should pay attention to the way they 

punctuate to develop their writing and to make it understandable for the read. 
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1.2.3.7.2.  The reasons of the difficulty of writing. 

According to Byrne (1988), there are three kinds of problems that make writing 

difficult. First, psychological problems where  the student faces difficulty in writing due to the 

lack of interaction between  him as the writer and the teacher as the reader and the lack of 

feedback also makes the act of writing difficult. Second, linguistic problems where students 

have to express their ideas grammatically and they should compensate for the absence of 

certain devices that exist in the spoken medium. The last category involves cognitive 

problems; unlike speech where students can speak and express their ideas without much 

conscious effort and the learning process grow up in normal circumstances. Writing is learned 

through a process of instruction, i.e. students should master the written form and to learn 

certain structures that are less used in speech. In addition, students have to organize their ideas 

into a way that they can be understood by the reader. 

Raimes (1983) stated nine components which are: syntax, content, the writers' process, 

grammar, audience, purpose, mechanics, organization, and word class; the combination of 

these elements make writing a difficult task for learners because they need to deal with these 

components at the same time in the writing process. The following diagram shows what 

students have to deal with to produce an effective piece of writing. 
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Figure 1: producing a piece of writing by Raimes (1983, P. 6) 
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1.2.3.8. The Importance of Writing 

Writing is a significant skill for EFL learners. "Writing has always been seen as an 

important skill in English language acquisition. This importance is due to the fact that it 

reinforces grammatical structures and vocabulary that educators strive to teach their 

student."(Cole and Feng,2015,P. 5). In addition, writing helps students to learn new words so 

that they enrich their vocabulary. Accordingly, Chastain (1998) stated that "writing helps to 

solidify the students’ grasp of vocabulary" (p. 364). Moreover, this skill is very important 

since it improves the students' performance in the other language skills. According to 

Klimova (2003) "writing has a unique position in language teaching since its acquisition 

involves a practice and knowledge of other three language skills, such as listening, reading 

and speaking." (P.147) 

Writing is a very important skill in any language because it is considered as a tool for 

effective communication. Thus, EFL learners have to improve their writing abilities to 

communicate in English effectively. 

Conclusion 

As a conclusion, speaking and writing are two major productive skills in a foreign 

language learning, that learners should master to perform much better passing through some 

difficulties and problems, strategies and methods, taking into consideration the main 

elements, aspects, and principles with the help of the teacher. These skills can be enjoyable 

and beneficial by the learner to be more familiar with the language and the language use in 

real life situations.  
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Chapter Two : Research Methodology and Data Analysis 

Introduction 

This chapter presents the practical part of this study which was designed to investigate 

the difficulties encountered by EFL students in learning vocabulary that prevent them from 

enhancing the productive skills. The previous chapter presented a review of related literature 

to vocabulary and productive skills; whereas, this chapter was devoted to determine the 

impact of vocabulary on enhancing productive skills. A questionnaire was administered to 

first year EFL students to test the research hypothesis. This chapter gives the interpretation of 

the results by using tables and figures. It also presents the findings alongside with the 

discussion of the results of the study.  

2.1.1.Definition of the questionnaire 

The questionnaire is the most common tool used for gathering data about a specific 

topic by using a set of clear questions addressed to specific population. According to English 

Oxford dictionary (2006,P. 306) “ a questionnaire is a list of questions for people to answer so 

that information  can be collected from the answers”.  

2.1.2. Aims of the questionnaire 

The students’ questionnaire aimed at investigating the difficulties first year EFL 

students face in learning vocabulary and finding out whether these difficulties prevent them 

from enhancing the productive skills. 

         2.1.3. The sample population 

The questionnaire was administered online to 331 first year EFL students at the 

department of English, Mouhammed ssedik Ben Yahia University of Jijel.  Since working 

with the whole population and covering the entire groups would be such a difficult and a time 

consuming task; the number was reduced to 63 student selected randomly to answer the 

questions. The questionnaire was answered in ten days via Google form application.  

The rationale behind choosing first Year EFL students is threefold: 
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� First year students are premised to be novice  EFL learners with intense interest 

in developing their language learning competence. 

� First year students experience some difficulties in their language learning, as 

they eager to bridge the gaps; therefore, they present a good idea of vocabulary research. 

� First year students are studying for the first time, Oral and writing expression 

as independent subjects; therefore, they face difficulties in their performance   

2.1.4. Description of the Questionnaire 

The questionnaire is composed of 32 questions which are arranged in a logical way, 

they are either closed questions requiring from the student to answer “yes” or “ no”, or open 

questions requiring from them to give their own answers, or picking up the appropriate 

answer from a number of choices and provide justifications. We classified all these types of 

questions into three sections. 

Section one: General Information 

Thefirst section composed of two questions, it aims to give a general overview about the 

students’ level in English speaking and writing and where four rating options were proposed 

and ranged from: excellent, good, average, and weak. It involves also a question to investigate 

whether the students have the ability to use English in communication or not. 

Section Two: learning vocabulary  

The second section composed of six questions concerning vocabulary learning. Q1,2,3,4  

were asked to explore students’ beliefs about vocabulary learning and to specify at which 

level they find difficulties in learning vocabulary. Whereas, Q 5,6 were set to find out what 

are the strategies they use to learn vocabulary in addition the teacher way in introducing a 

new term in the classroom. 

Section Three: Productive Skills 

This section contains 14 questions. It aims at collecting the necessary data about the  

extent does vocabulary affect and enhance  the productive skills, and the main  problems and 
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difficulties they face in speaking and writing. This section also aimed to know the most 

important skill according to students and at which skill they can express themselves 

effectively, whether the students practice the productive skills outside the classroom or not 

and the reason behind their practice, the main strategies and techniques they use to learn them, 

and the activities that the teacher uses to promote speaking and help in learning writing. It 

helps to highlight the difficulties in learning vocabulary that affect the students in EFL 

speaking and writing. 

Results and interpretation  

Section one : General information 

Q1: How do you evaluate you level in English speaking and writing? 

Table 1 

students’ beliefs about their level in English Speaking and writing. 

                           speaking Writing 

Options            N                  % Options            N                        % 

a. Excellent       04                 6,34 

b. Good             33                52,38 

d. Average        26                 41,25 

e. Weak             00                00 

    Total              63               100 % 

a. Excellent     03                        4,76 

b. Good           40                        63,4 

c. Average      20                         31,74 

e. Weak          00                         00 

     Total          63                        100 % 

 

This question was divided between speaking and writing, participants involved in this 

study were asked to classify their level on a scale from “excellent” to “ weak” as it is shown 

in the above table (table 01), the majority of students (52,38) consider themselves good in 

English speaking,  (41,26) said that they are average, and only four students (6,34%) said that 

they are excellent in English speaking. In English writing, the majority of students (63,49%) 

consider themselves good, (31,74) agreed that their level is average and only three (4,76%) 
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said that their level is excellent, while no one has opted for being a weak in both speaking and 

writing.  

Q 2: Do you think that you have the ability to use English in communication? If no 

please justify why!? 

Table 2 

Students’ ability to use English in communication. 

Options                               N                                   % 

  a. yes                                 57                                  90,47 

  b. No                                 06                                  9,52 

 Total                                  63                                  100 % 

 

In this question, students were asked to show whether they have the ability to use 

English in communication or not. At it is shown in the table(02), most student (90,47 %) 

indicted that that they have the ability to use English in communication, while only six 

students (09,52%) indicated that they do not have the ability to communicate in English. In 

this question students were asked also to justify their answers if they answer by “no”, four 

students said that this is because they do not have an adequate vocabulary, two students said 

that they have a shy personality what makes it harder for them to speak in public. Since there 

are students who do not have the ability to use English in communication due to the lack of 

vocabulary it means that lack of vocabulary is an obstacle for students when using a new 

language. 
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Section Two: Learning Vocabulary 

Q3: How important is vocabulary in learning English? 

Table 3 

students beliefs about the importance of vocabulary In learning English. 

   Options                     N                                 % 

   a. Very good            50                                  79,4 

   b. Important            13                                  20,6 

   c. Not important       00                                  00 

   Total                         63                                 100 % 

 

     In this question, students were asked to indicate their opinions about the importance 

of vocabulary in learning English, whether it is “very important”, “important” or “ not 

important”. Most of students ( 79,4%) thought that vocabulary is very important in English 

learning, (20,6%) of students informed that vocabulary is important in learning English, while 

none of them thought that is not important. 

    From the results, it is noticeable that students are conscious and fully aware of the 

role and the importance of vocabulary in language learning. 
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Q4: Does your vocabulary knowledge affect your English? 

Table 4 

Students’ opinions towards the effect of vocabulary in their English 

 Options             N                                 % 

 a. yes                 57                               93,4 

 b. No                 04                               6,6 

   Total              61                                 100 

 

    This question was directed to the participants in order to find  out whether their 

vocabulary knowledge affects their English or not. The results of this question showed that 

most students (93,4 %) indicated that their vocabulary knowledge affects their English, and 

only (6,6 %) o them said no, it does not affect, but two students provided no answer to this 

question. 

     Students in this question were also asked to justify “why” in both cases. The 

majority of students who said ye, justified their answers by indicating that vocabulary is the 

center of language and without it they cannot understand and express their ideas, they 

confessed that even when they have simple ideas in their minds they cannot express them in 

both speaking and writing and this is because they do not find suitable terms to express them 

and this is because of the lack of vocabulary. Others said that vocabulary helps in 

understanding and open conversations without fear, as it makes them more confident about 

themselves, and that without vocabulary they do not understand some words what makes it 

difficult for them in discussions. A considerable number of students justifies their answer by 

saying that their language depends on vocabulary; as much as vocabulary is good as much as 

their English is good, and that it helps in their learning and using of English, because having 

enough vocabulary makes it easier in both speaking and writing; they find easy to choose 

better words to express their ideas. A student said about vocabulary: “ it saves me when it 
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comes to share my ideas”. Students who said” No” on the other hand, justified their answer by  

saying that not everything that is said is intended, and not all that we mean we can say, and 

that grammar is more important, it affects more because its rules are used in every sentence.  

     According to the majority of students’ answers, vocabulary affects their level 

because they considered it as the center of the language and without it they cannot express 

their thoughts and ideas. This indicated that vocabulary plays a significant role in language 

learning and reinforces their performance.   

 

 

Q5: Do you find that learning vocabulary is difficult? 

Table 5 

Students’ opinion about vocabulary difficulty 

   Options              N                                    % 

    a. Yes                21                                   33,3 

    b. No                 42                                   67,7 

   Total                  63                                   100 

 

In this question, students were intended to say whether they find vocabulary is difficult 

or not. The results in the table above (table 5) showed that (57,7 %) of students indicated that 

they do not find learning vocabulary difficult, while (33,3 %) of students indicated that the 

find learning vocabulary difficult. this means that they face difficulties when learning 

vocabulary.   
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Q 6: At which level do you find difficulties in learning vocabulary? 

Table 6  

Levels in which students find difficulties while learning  vocabulary 

   Options                                                       N                       % 

   a. Pronunciation                                         9                       14,3 

   b. Spelling                                                  05                      7,9 

   c. Length and complexity                            11                      17,5 

   d. Grammar                                               27                       42,9 

   e. Range, connotation and idiomaticity       11                       17,5 

   Total                                                           63                     100 

 

The aim of this question was to investigate at which level students find difficulties in 

learning vocabulary. The results showed that most students (42,9 %) find difficulties in 

grammar, (17,5%) said that they find difficulties in length and complexity, and the same 

percentage showed that they find difficulties in range, connotation and complexity, while 

(14,3 %) of them reported that they find difficulties in pronunciation, and only (7,3 %) said 

that they find difficulties in spelling. 

    The results found show that students face difficulties when learning vocabulary in 

different aspects. These difficulties may prevent them from using the language effectively.  
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Q 7: what are the strategies do you use in learning vocabulary? 

 

 

Figure2.The strategies that students use in learning vocabulary 

 

In this question students were asked to indicate what are the strategies they use in 

learning vocabulary, they were asked to tick up more than one choice. As shown in figure 

(07) above, the highest percentage goes to “repetition and using vocabulary notebooks” with 

(57,1 %), it was chosen by 36 student. At the second place, come “relating the word to be 

relevant with some previous learned knowledge” with (44,4 %), it was chosen by 23 student. 

Then “ asking the teacher or classmates for information about a new word” with (33,3 %), it 

was chosen by 21 student. Finally, the lowest percentage goes to “ decide which words are 

worth studying and which are not” with ( 20,6 %), it was chosen by 13 student.  

  In this question students were also asked to indicate any other strategies that they use 

to learn vocabulary, seven students provided answers. Two student said that they watch 

movies, other said: using dictionaries, watch videos, watch films with subtitles and translate 

the difficult words, reading novels, and using words in conversations. 

From the results it can be noticed that every student rely on a strategy to develop 

vocabulary, this may mean that each one of them use the strategy that suits his / her interest. 
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Q8: How does your teacher introduce a new term in the classroom? 

 

 

Figure3. The teachers’  way in introducing a new term in the classroom 

 

This question was set to explore how does the teacher introduce a new term for students 

in the classroom. In this question nine rating options were suggested and the results of the 

figure (08) showed that the highest percentage goes to option “ makes you guess from the 

context” with ( 63,4 %), then “ explaining the new words by contrasting them with their 

opposites” comes at second place with (46 % ), at the third place, comes ‘ translating the 

meaning of words” with (42,9 %), “ using mime, facial expressions, body  movements, and 

gestures” comes at the fourth place with (25,4 %). With the same percentage ( 20,6 % ) come 

“ using objects such as newspapers, magazines, songs, and train tickets… etc” and “ using 

illustrations and pictures” at the fifth place, in the sixth place comes “enumerating a number 

of words that are related to the new term” with (19 %), giving a list of words to learn” comes 

in the seventh place with (17,5 %), ant the lowest percentage goes to “ using drawings” with 

(12,7 %).    

From the statistics of the students answers teachers use a variety of ways to introduce 

new terms in the classroom, this may due to the words to be introduced. 
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Section Three: Productive Skills 

Q 9: Classify the following for skills in terms of importance according to you: 

(listening, reading, speaking, writing).  

Justify! 

Table7  

Students’ classification of the four skills in terms of importance. 

   Options                  N                                % 

   a. Listening            17                                46 

   b. Reading              6                                 16,2 

   c. Speaking             8                                 21,6 

   d. Writing               6                                 16,2 

  Total                        37                               100  

 

In this question students were asked to classify the four skills In terms of importance 

according to them. 26 of the sample did not answer the question, the results of this question 

indicated that 17students out of 37 of the sample representing (46%°) classified listening as 

the most important skill, speaking was classified as the most important skill by 8 (21,6%) 

students, with the same percentage (16,2%) of students classified reading and writing as the 

most  important skills. 

Students in this question were also asked to justify their answers. Most students who 

classified listening as the most important skill are auditory learners and they find listening the 

easiest way to learn English as well as it is more amusing and more useful, one of the students 

considered writing as the most important skill so that he/ she can write easily, while others did 

not provide any justification.  
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Q10: On which skill do you focus more when trying to develop your vocabulary when 

learning a new language? Why? 

Table 8 

 The skills that students focus more on when trying to develop their vocabulary when 

learning a new language 

  Options                               N                                  % 

  a. Listening                        33                                 52,4 

  b. Speaking                         15                                23,8 

  c. Reading                           07                                11,1 

  d. Writing                           08                                 12,7 

Total                                     63                                 100 

 

     The results obtained from this question denote that 33 (52,4 %) of students focus 

more on listening. 15 (23,8 %) of students focus more on speaking, and 8 ( 12,7 %) of 

students said that they focus on writing. Whereas, 7 (11,1%) of students focus on reading.  

In this question, the participants were also asked to justify their answers. Students focus 

more on writing because it is much entertaining and it is the easiest way to discover and 

memorize new words ,and learn how to pronounce and how to use them in the right context, 

so that they can read and speak correctly, also to understand expressions and catch words 

faster, so that they communicate easily. Students who said that they  focus on speaking 

declared that language learning depends on speaking and It has  a great importance, they 

focus on speaking to practice the language and improve their pronunciation which they 

consider so important in learning English. Speaking is the best way to show the level of the 

language, it makes communication easier and it is needed to contact with others more than the 

other skills. Students focus more on writing to develop vocabulary and their writing skill for 

studying and general life purposes, it helps in writing easily and memorizing a lot of new 
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words easily, it helps in reading and understanding words. Reading helps  to learn English 

easily, students declared that it is the most  important thing to be able to communicate, 

reading has to do with two favorites; reading for pleasure and learning at the same time. 

 

Q11: Do you think that lack of vocabulary prevents from enhancing the productive 

skills ( speaking and writing)? 

Table 9  

Students beliefs about lack of vocabulary in preventing them from Enhancing  The 

productive skills 

                        Speaking                            Writing 

Options     N                     %  Options      N                        % 

a. Yes         58                   92,1 

b. No         05                    7,9 

Total         63                    100 % 

a. yes          52           82,5 

b. No          11           17,5 

Total          63             100 

 

This question was divided into two questions, one about speaking and one about 

writing. Students were intended to say whether they think that lack of vocabulary prevents 

from enhancing the productive skills or not, the results of this question concerning speaking 

showed that most of students (92,1 %) thought that lack of vocabulary prevents from 

enhancing speaking and only (7,9 %) thought that it does not prevent. Concerning writing, the 

results showed that (82,5 %) of students thought that luck of vocabulary prevents from 

enhancing writing, whereas (17,5 %) of them thought that lack of vocabulary does not prevent 

from enhancing writing.   

The respondents’ answers show that most students believe that lack of vocabulary 

prevent them to enhance speaking and writing, this reflect their awareness of the significance 

of vocabulary in developing the productive skills. 
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Q 12: At which productive skill you can express yourself effectively? and why? 

Table 10 

The easiest productive skill for students 

   Options                    N                       % 

   a. speaking              23                       37,1 

   b. writing                 26                      41,9 

   c. Both of them        13                       21 

   Total                        62                     100  

 

In this question, (41,9%) of students said that they can express theme selves effectively 

at writing skill; on the other hand 37,1% find themselves more effective in the speaking skill. 

The remaining 21% said that they can express themselves in both skills. However, the reasons 

for these choices were different; some of them said that they express themselves easily when 

writing because they have more time to think and to organize their thoughts and ideas; they 

feel that they are free when writing and there is no anxiety. Others claim that speaking is the 

best way for them to express their ideas and feelings without following grammar rules or any 

strategies in contrary when writing. While the rest of students did not give reasons for their 

choices. 

The analysis demonstrates that students find themselves more effective in writing than 

in speaking, this can be to the students’ fear and anxiety when speaking. 
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Q 13: To what extent does vocabulary enhance speaking and writing? 

Table 11  

The role of vocabulary in speaking and writing 

                         Speaking                            Writing 

   Options             N                 %  Options              N                      % 

a. Very much    49                    79 

b. Not much       09                  14,5 

c. A little            04                  6,5 

d. Not at all       00                   00 

Total                  63                  100  

a. Very much       49                   77,8 

b. Not much         11                    17,5 

c. A little              03                    4,7 

d. Not at all          00                     00 

Total                    63                     100 

 

The results of this question showed that most students (79%) indicated that vocabulary 

is very much important for them to enhance the speaking skill; whereas 14,5% respondents 

stated that it is not much important and (6.5 %) argued that vocabulary has a little importance 

to the speaking skill. Concerning writing skill, most students (77,8%) agreed that vocabulary 

is very much important for them to enhance their writing level , 17,5% claimed that it is not 

much important. Still 4,7% said that vocabulary has a little importance in writing. Since the 

majority of students’ answers go to the first option, it can be interpreted that students 

recognize the importance of vocabulary in enhancing the productive skills.   
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Q 14: What do you think of the role of speaking and writing when learning a new 

language? 

Table 12 

The role of speaking and writing when learning a new language 

 

In this question students were asked to show whether speaking and writing are 

"important, "very important", or "not important" when learning new language .71,4% of 

students claimed that speaking is very important in language learning, 28,6% informed that 

speaking is important. Whereas the last option "not important" was not chosen by any student. 

While 55,6% of students see that writing is important when learning new language, 39,7% 

said that it is very important; however, 4,7% claimed that writing is not important in language 

learning.  

As a result it can be noticed that the majority of students’ answers go to the second and 

the third option which indicate that most students are realized of the importance of speaking 

and writing skills when learning a new language. 

  

     Speaking Writing 

    Options                      N            %  Options                    N                 % 

    a. not important        00            00 

    b. Important             18            28,6 

    c. Very important      45            71,4 

    Total                         63           100 

    a. not important            03                4,7 

    b. Important                 35                55,6 

    c. Very important          25                39,7 

    Total                              63                100 
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Q15. Do you practice speaking and writing beyond the classroom? If yes tell us please 

why? 

Table 13 

 Practicing the productive skills beyond the classroom 

   Speaking Writing 

  Options     N                   %  Options     N                      % 

  a. Yes        57                  90,5 

  b. No         06                  9,5 

 Total          63                   100 

a. yes         56                     88,9 

b. No         07                     11,1 

Total         63                     100 

 

From the table above one can notice that the majority of students (90,5%) practice 

speaking beyond the classroom while 9,5% do not practice it. While 88,9% of students said 

that they practice writing beyond the class whereas 11,1% of them do not use it outside. 

Why? 

Table 14 

the reason behind practicing speaking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Options                                               N                   %  

 a. To practice                                       09                 14,3 

 b. To become a fluent speaker              28                  44,4   

 c. To improve your pronunciation        20                  31,7 

 Total                                                    57                   90,5   
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Table 15 

the reason behind practicing writing 

 

In this item, students were asked to demonstrate why do they practice speaking and 

writing beyond the classroom.  Most students(44,4%) reported that they practice speaking 

outside the class to become a fluent speaker, 31,7% use it outside to improve their 

pronunciation and 14,3% of them use it for practice. However, the remaining students 

provided other answers. they use speaking to talk to their foreigners friends  and to learn new 

words and to enhance their fluency. Others said that  they use speaking outside because they  

do not have the chance to speak freely at the university. Regarding to writing,46% of students 

use writing beyond the classroom to improve their writing skill, 30,2% use for practice and 

14,3% use for writing purposes: poems, songs....Whereas some students said they use writing 

outside for coding and writing their special thoughts. This indicates that practicing speaking 

and writing outside the classroom is important in developing these skills. Thus, students need 

to write and speak constantly especially outside the classroom to make sure they apply what 

they have learned in the class in order to make a progress. 

 

 

 

Options                                                                        N                     % 

a. To practice                                                               19                     30,2  

b. To improve your writing skill                                    29                     46 

c. For writing purposes, poems, songs…                        09                     14,3 

   Total                                                                          57                      90,5 % 
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Q 16: How do you find speaking and writing in English? 

Table 16 

Speaking and writing in English 

                Speaking                             Writing 

     Options                    N                     %  Options                    N                          % 

   a. Easy               18            28,6 

   b. Difficult         43            68,25 

   c. Very easy        02             3,1 

   d. very difficult   00            00 

   Total                    63           100    

a. Easy                    13                     20,6 

b. Difficult              46                     73,01 

c. Very easy             03                     4,7 

d. Very difficult       01                     1,6 

Total                        63                    100  

 

The results obtained denote that the majority of students 68,25% find speaking a 

difficult skill, (28,6%) find it easy while 2 students(3,1%) find it very easy. On the other hand 

, 73,01 % of the informants state that wring skill is difficult, 20,6% of students said that 

writing is an easy skill and 4,7% find it very easy. Still one student (1,6%) claimed that 

writing is very difficult. Since most respondents indicated that they find speaking and writing 

difficult, this means that they face difficulties when learning these skills. 
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Q17: What are the main problems and difficulties you face in speaking and writing? 

 

 

Figure4’. The main problems and difficulties 1st EFL  students face in speaking 

 

 

 

Figure5. The main problems and difficulties 1st EFL  students face in  writing 

 

This question aims at knowing the main problems and difficulties students face in 

speaking and writing where students were asked to tick up more than one choice. From the 

findings,  it is noticeable that the main problem most students (61%) face in speaking is the 

inhibition about  grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation mistakes. The lack of vocabulary 

comes in the second position that was chosen by 50,8% of students and then the interference 

of the mother tongue language that has been chosen by 12 students (19%).17,5% face 

problems in speaking skill because of the lack of time for talking because of the domination 

of some students while 14,3% of them find difficulty with the unfamiliarity with the topic. As 

well as students face difficulties in the  writing skill, where 55,6% face difficulties of the 
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inhibition about grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation mistakes and 50,8% face problems 

of the lack of vocabulary. Also the fear of not being understood by the teacher becomes a 

problem for some students (28,6%) in writing . Still 14,3% claimed that the lack of interaction 

between them and their teacher  is a difficulty for them when writing. These results show that 

students face problems and difficulties while speaking and writing which cause failure in 

developing both skills. These difficulties may be due to the lack of practice. 

 

 

Q18: Do you think that vocabulary is one of the main difficulties that you face while 

learning speaking and writing? 

Table 17 

Vocabulary is one of the main difficulties students face while learning speaking and 

writing 

              Speaking                                 Writing 

    Options            N              %  Options           N             % 

   a. Yes               44              69,8 

    b. No                19            30,2 

    Total          62     100  

a. yes              55             88,7 

b. No               07             11,3 

Total                62             100 

 

Regarding this question, most students (69,8%) said that vocabulary is one of the main 

difficulties they face while learning speaking whereas 30,2% of them do not considered  it as 

a difficulty to them. In writing, 88,7% claimed that they face vocabulary difficulties while 

learning writing and 11,3% said that vocabulary is not one the difficulties they face in writing. 

The results show that most students find vocabulary as an obstacle when learning speaking 

and writing, this can be due to the challenging fact of finding exact words each time they 
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speak or write. In this case students are EFL learners; therefore, they may have a limited 

vocabulary with less experience and practice. 

 

Q19: What are the common mistakes do you usually make while speaking or writing? 

 

             

          Figure 06.The common mistakes made by students while speaking or writing 

 

From the findings, at the speaking skill, it is noticeable that the majority of students 

(61,7%) face problems with the grammar mistakes, 45% make pronunciation mistakes, 35% 

make mistakes at the level of vocabulary and 18,3% in spelling. As well as they make 

mistakes in writing skill, the most students' answers(72,6%) indicate that they make mistakes 

related to grammar. 27,4% find difficulties with spelling , 25,8% make mistakes at the level of 

vocabulary and 21% with pronunciation. The statistics of this question illustrate that the 

common mistakes the students make while speaking or writing are related to grammar and 

vocabulary. Grammar mistakes made by students in speaking or writing may have been 

caused by a low understanding and practice of grammar rules, and vocabulary mistakes may 

be due to the lack words and practice.  
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Q20: As a learner what are the activities do you use to enhance your level in speaking 

or  writing? 

 

 

Figure 7.  The activities students use to enhance speaking 

 

 

Figure 8.Figure 5. The activities students use to enhance writing 

 

In this question, in speaking, most students(82,5%) insist on watching movies and 

videos to enhance their level in this skill, 52,4% of them prefer to listen to songs, 41,3% of 

the students use conversation chats activities ,and 33,3% use applications to practice in order 

to enhance their speaking level. Speaking with foreigners, playing games and speaking with 

one self out loud were other suggestions provided by students. Concerning writing, the 

highest percentage (61%) of students said that they focus on reading books to enhance their 

writing skill, 54% prefer to read novels, 49,2% of them write short stories and 23,8% of 

students read magazines and newspapers. While some students suggest other activities to 

enhance the writing level like reading poems, watching subtitle films ,discussing at social 
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media in English and translating articles from English to Arabic. Improving speaking and 

writing skill is done through constant practice therefore students need to practice different 

activities to enhance their level in both skills.   

Q 21: What are the activities that your teacher usually use to promote speaking in the 

classroom? 

Table 18 

 The activities that the teacher use to promote speaking in the classroom   

Options                                     N                               % 

a. Discussion                             45                              71,4 

b. Role playing                          09                               14,3 

c. Pictures describing                03                                4,8 

d. Reporting                              02                                3,2 

Total                                         63                                100  

 

In this question students were asked about the activities their teachers use to promote 

speaking in the classroom. In answering this question, most students (71,4%) said that their 

teachers use discussion, 14,3% said that they use role playing, others (6,3%) stated that their 

teachers use picture describing activities, (4,8%) said brain storming and the rest  3,2% said 

reporting. According to the respondents’ answers, teachers use a variety of activities to 

promote speaking in the classroom these activities may be chosen according to the tasks given 

in each lesson. 
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Q 22: How does your teacher help you when learning to write? 

Table 19 

The teachers’ way in helping students to write 

  Options                                                        N                       % 

  a. Motivates you                                         24                                    38,1 

  b. Offers advice and suggestions                  19                                    30,2 

  C. Gives feedback and correction                20                                    31,7 

  Total                                                             63                                    100  

 

When asking students how their teachers help them when learning to write, 38,1% said 

that when they are learning to write their teachers motivate them and 31,7% stated that they 

help them by giving them feedback and by correcting their mistakes. While 30,2% of them 

said that their teachers help them when writing by offering advice and suggestions to them. 

According to students’ answers, teachers help them in learning writing through different 

ways. This may help students to improve their writing. 

Discussion of the results of the students’ questionnaire 

This study has aimed at investigating the difficulties encountered by EFL students in 

learning vocabulary to enhance the productive skills at Mouhammed ssedik Ben Yahia 

University. Thus, a questionnaire  was used as an instrument to collect data from EFL first 

year students to check the research assumptions . After analyzing the students’ questionnaire, 

the following results are revealed. 

The analysis of the questionnaire revealed that most students have a good level in  both 

English speaking and writing and they have the ability to use English in communication. It is 

also demonstrated that vocabulary is very important in learning English, and vocabulary 

knowledge affects the students’ English level because they considered vocabulary as the 

center of language that helps them to understand and express ideas. According to Richards 
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and Renandya (2002), vocabulary is a core component in language proficiency and it provides 

much of the basis of how learners, speak, listen, read, and write. (P. 255) . In addition,The 

findings showed that students found difficulties in vocabulary learning such as pronunciation, 

spelling, length and complexity, range and connotation and grammar. Thornbury (2002) 

considered these difficulties as the factors that make some words more difficult than others 

do. Therefore, Students use different strategies in learning vocabulary to develop their level 

such as asking the teacher or classmates for information about a new word , Asking the 

teacher or classmates for information about a new word, relating the word to be relevant with 

some previous learned knowledge, repetition and using vocabulary notebooks, and decide 

which words are worth studying and which are not. These strategies are very helpful for 

students in vocabulary learning; Takac (2008) said “ vocabulary learning strategies play an 

important role in vocabulary learning” (P. 17) 

      Concerning the productive skills, the analysis showed that most students agreed that 

both speaking and writing are  important when learning a new language. Richards (2008) said 

“ Mystery of speaking skill in English is a priority for many second language or foreign 

language learners” (P. 19) .In addition, Cole and Feng (2015) emphasized the importance of 

writing, “ writing has always been seen as an important skill in English language acquisition. 

This importance is due to the fact that it reinforces grammatical structures and vocabulary that 

educators strive to teach their students” (P.5). Thus, they try to enhance their level in both 

skills by doing some activities such as watching movies and videos, doing conversation chats, 

speaking with foreigners, reading books and writing short stories outside the classroom. 

However, the analysis of the responses, revealed that most students face common problems 

and difficulties while speaking and writing such as inhibition about making grammar, 

vocabulary and pronunciation mistakes and the lack of vocabulary. These difficulties lead 

students to make common mistakes while writing such as spelling, grammar and vocabulary; 

whereas, they face problems at the level of pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar while 
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speaking. Moreover, the findings showed that the majority of students agreed that  vocabulary 

is very important in learning speaking and writing. Alqahtani (2015) “ vocabulary mastery 

plays an important role in the four language skills” (P.26) ; However, it still one of the main 

difficulties for students when practicing both skills. Therefore, students should learn more 

vocabulary and their teachers should help them by providing them with  effective activities in 

the class room  to enhance their level in both  skills. 

Eventually, the above stated results and analysis showed that the research questions 

were answered and the assumptions of the study were confirmed. The results entailed that first 

year EFL students at the department of English at Mouhammed ssdik Ben Yahia University 

face difficulties in learning vocabulary, these difficulties prevent them from enhancing their 

level in the speaking and writing skills. The results also indicated that students need to enrich 

their vocabulary knowledge in order to overcome these difficulties and to be more effective in 

their production since speaking and writing are very important in language learning. 

Limitations of the study 

Although the result of this research confirmed the research hypothesis, which stated that 

the difficulties in learning vocabulary would prevent students to enhance the productive skills, 

this study has some limitations. 

    Our research as the whole world , was affected by Covid-19 crisis, we did not have 

sufficient time to meet with our supervisor and obtain the appropriate sources. 

      Since the questionnaire was on line the number of participants was reduced to cover 

only 63 students. Therefore, it is difficult to generalize the obtained results.  A handout 

questionnaire would give us a chance to conduct more data in a shorter time that will enrich 

the research’ results. 

The participants do not always demonstrate their real attitudes, they do not provide the 

appropriate and full answers. 
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Pedagogical Recommendation 

The research results showed that vocabulary difficulties have an impact on developing 

students' productive skills.Based on these results it is noteworthy to suggest some 

recomendations for both teachers and EFL students to overcome these difficulties and 

students improve their level in speaking and writing skills.First, students should be aware of 

the segnificant role vocabulary plays in learning speaking and writing and teachers should 

increase the students' apportunities to acquire more vocabulary knowledge. The productive 

skills " is the term for speaking and writing skills were students actually have to produce 

language themselves" (Harmer, 2007, p. 265). Therfore, students should practice the 

productive skills and doing activities to enhace their level in speaking and writing.In addition, 

teachers should provide more activities that help them in enhancing the both skills and to 

encourage them to speak and write not only inside the classroom in order to be more fluent 

and learn more vocabularies.Moreover teachers should help their students in developing their 

vocabulary by providing them with activities related to pronunciation, spelling and grammar 

in order to help them  avoid making mistakes related to these aspects when speak or 

write.Ultimately, both learning  vocabulary and productive skills are vrey important in 

language teaching and learning ; therfore, teacher should encourage their students for 

intensive reading to enrich their vocabulary to prform effectively in speaking and writing 

skills. 

 

 Conclusion 

    This chapter represents the empirical phase of this study. It gives a clear about the 

research tool and procedures used to collect data from the first EFL students at Mohamed 

Seddik Ben Yahia. It deals with the analysis along with the interpretation and the discussion 

of the obtained results of the students' questionnaire. The results obtained reveal that first EFL 

students share common problems in learning vocabulary among them spelling, pronunciation 

and complexity.  Therefore, what stands out from this study is that these difficulties affect the 

students' productive skills development. From these results theresearchers' hypothesis have 

been tested and confirmed; however, this study ended up with some limitations. 
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General Conclusion 

The current study was designed to investigate the impact of vocabulary on the 

development of the productive skills. It was observed that first EFL learners at the 

Department of English at Mohamed Seddik Ben Yahia University face difficulties when 

learning vocabulary; these difficulties prevent them from enhancing the speaking and the 

writing skills. Thus, through this work, the researcher has investigated the common 

difficulties the first EFL students face  in learning vocabulary that inhibit them to develop the 

productive skills. This investigation departed from two main assumptions. The first 

assumption  was clarified since the main findings show that most EFL students at Mohamed 

Seddik Ben Yahia University face common difficulties when learning vocabulary and these 

difficulties prevent them from developing the productive skills. The second assumption also 

was proved by the students' answers who believed that the difficulties they face when learning 

vocabulary related to grammar, pronunciation, spelling, range and complexity. 

     This dissertation consists of two main chapters, the first chapter was devoted to the 

theoretical framework of the study. While, the second chapter covered the practical part of 

this study. The first chapter comprised two sections. The first one provided an overview about 

vocabulary in the field of language learning and teaching. It dealt with the most important 

issues related to its description and acquisition. The second one spotlighted on the productive 

skills by outlining the main concepts related to the speaking and the writing skills along with 

the place of vocabulary within the both skills and its role in their development. However, the 

second chapter was devoted to the practical part of the study in which the researcher used a 

questionnaire for EFL students for the sake of gathering information. The students' 

questionnaire was analyzed and discussed in order to prove or disapprove the assumptions 

suggested by the researcher. 

        In this research, two questions were raised; the first question is, Do EFL students 

face difficulties while learning vocabulary? The second question is, Do the main difficulties 
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the EFL students face when learning vocabulary prevent them from enhancing the productive 

skills? From the results of the students' questionnaire, it was proved that most students face 

difficulties when learning vocabulary and these difficulties prevent students from enhancing 

the productive skills. 

      To conclude, the findings of this study confirmed the researcher assumptions and 

demonstrated that first EFL students need need to learn new words and to develop their 

vocabulary to enhance the productive skills and to perform effectively when learning a 

foreign or a second language. 
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                                                      Appendix 

 

                                Student’s Questionnaire 

Dear students, 

The major concern of this questionnaire is to gather information for the purpose of 

investigating the difficulties of learning vocabulary to enhance the productive skills that first 

year EFL students encounter. We will be grateful if you willingly give us some of your time 

to fill it in by sticking the right answers. Thank you in advance.  

Section one: general information 

1. How do you evaluate your level in English speaking and writing? 

1.1.  speaking    a. excellent                  b. good              c. average               d. weak          

1.2.  writing      a. excellent                  b. good              c. average               d. weak               

2.  Do youthink that you have the ability to use English in communication ? If no, please 

justify why!? 

     a. Yes                                                    b. No 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………. . 

Section two: Vocabulary Leaning  

1. How important is vocabulary in learning English? 

a. very important 

b. important 

c. not important 

 2.  Does your vocabulary knowledge affect your English? Please justify! 

      a. Yes                                                     b. No 



 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

3.  Do you find that learning vocabulary is difficult? 

     a. Yes                                                      b. No  

 

 

4.  At which level do you find difficulties in learning vocabulary?  

     a. Pronunciation 

     b. Spelling 

c. length and complexity 

     d. Grammar  

     e. Range, connotation and idiomaticity 

5.  What are the strategies  do you use in learning vocabulary? You may choose more than 

one answer. 

      a. Asking the teacher or classmates for information about a new word  

b. relating the word to be relevant with some previous learned knowledge  

c. repetition and using vocabulary notebooks  

d. decide which words are worth studying and which are not 

others………………………………………………………………………….. 

 6. How does your teacher introduce a new term in the classroom? You may choose more than 

one answer. 

a. using objects such newspapers, magazines, songs, and train tickets…etc.   

b. using drawings 

c. using illustrations and pictures 

d. explaining the new words by contrasting them with their opposites  

e. enumerating a number of words that are related to the new term 



 

 

f. using mime, facial expressions, body movements, and gestures 

g. makes you guess from the context  

h. giving a list of words to learn 

i. translating the meaning of the new terms  

 

Section Three: Productive skills 

1. Classify the following four skills in terms of importance according to you, Please Put 

numbers from one to four.  

a. listening  

b. reading  

c. speaking 

d. writing  

2.  On which skill do you focus more when trying to develop your vocabulary when learning a 

new language and why ? 

        a. Listening  

        b. Speaking  

        c. Reading  

        d. Writing 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

 3. Do you think that lack of vocabulary prevents from enhancing the productive skills ( 

speaking and writing)? 

     3.1. Speaking       a. yes                               b. No 

3.2. writinga .            b. yes                            b. yes 

 4.  At which productive skill you can express yourself effectively? and why? 

      a. Speaking  



 

 

      b. Writing 

     c. both of them 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………….. .  

 5. To what extent Does vocabulary enhance the following skills?  

5.1. Speaking                                             5.2. Writing 

a. very much                                              a. very much 

b. not much                                                b. not much 

c. a little                                                     c. a little 

d. not at all                                                 d. not at all  

6. What do you think of the role of the productive skills when learning a new language? 

Please justify! 

6.1. Speaking                                                             6.2. Writing                                                                    

        a. Not important                                                       a. Not important  

b. important                                                              b. important  

c. very important                                                       c. very important 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………   . 

7.   Do you practice speaking and writing beyond the classroom? If yes tell us please why?  

     7.1.  Speaking           a. yes                                        b. No   

a. to practice  

b. to become a fluent English speaker  

c. to improve your pronunciation  

others……………………………………………………………………… 

     7.2. writing                a. Yes                                       b. No  

a. to practice 



 

 

b. to improve your writing skill 

c. for writing purposes: poems, songs… 

others…………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

8.How do you find speaking and writing in English?  

         / Speaking writing 

Easy    

difficult   

Very easy    

Very difficult   

normal   

 

9. What are the main problems and difficulties you face in speaking and writing? 

    9.1. speaking 

          a. Inhibition about making grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation mistakes  

b. lack of vocabulary 

c. unfamiliarity with the topic 

d. lack of time for talking because of the domination of some students  

e. the interference of the mother-tongue language    

     9.2. writing 

a. inhibition about making grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and punctuation mistakes  

b. lack of vocabulary 

c. inhibition about the form and the structure  

d. lack of interaction between you and you r teacher  

e. the fear of not being understood by the teacher  



 

 

 

10. Do you think that vocabulary is one of the main difficulties that you face while learning 

speaking or writing?  

10.1. Speaking           yes                                                 No  

10.2. writing              yes                                                 No 

 

 

 

 11. what are the common mistakes do you usually make while speaking or writing? 

       11.1. Speaking 

a. mistakes related to grammar  

b. mistakes related to vocabulary 

c. mistakes related to pronunciation  

      11.2. Writing  

a. mistakes related to grammar  

b. mistakes related to vocabulary  

c. mistakes related to spelling  

d. mistakes related to punctuation 

12. as a learner, what are the activities do you use to enhance your level in speaking and 

writing?  

      12.1. Speaking                                                         

a. watching movies and videos   

b. conversation chats  

c. listening to songs 

d. using applications to practice 

others………………………………………………………………………  



 

 

         12.2. writing 

a. reading books  

b. reading magazines and newspapers  

c. reading novels 

d. writing short stories  

others .......................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

13. what are the activities that your teacher usually use to promote speaking in the classroom? 

a. discussions 

b. role- playing  

c. brain storming  

d. pictures describing  

e. reporting  

14. How does your teacher help you when learning to write? 

a. motivates you  

b. offers advice and suggestions  

c. gives feedback and correction  

 

   



 

 

Résumé 

Cette étude vise à connaitre les difficultés de vocabulaire rencontrées chez les étudiantes de la 

première ânées licence anglais à l’université de Jijel, ya-t-il ces difficultés influencent le 

développement de leurs compétence ( séquence discursives) écrite est orale . Pour vérifier la 

validité de notre hypothèse ; un questionnaire est administré  aux élèves  de première année 

licence anglais à l’université de Mohammed Seddik Ben Yahia, Jijel. Les résultats obtenus à 

partir de la présente étude ont monté que les étudiant de première année ont des difficultés 

dans la tentation  d’enrichir leurs trésor linguistique, et ces difficultés à étaient un vrai 

obstacle face le développement de leurs compétences linguistique orale est écrite. Donc les 

hypothèses que nous avons présentée a été confirmée.. 
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